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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Research is what I’m doing
when I don’t know what I’m doing.
—Wernher von Braun
Computer vision (also called automated visual processing) involves computer
processing of images or video with the goal to discover knowledge from them. Some
common areas of investigation in computer vision research include recognition [8],
motion analysis [9], and image restoration [10]. The algorithms used in computer
vision are often applied on large sets of data too large for manual processing. One of
the ultimate goals of computer vision is to be able to automatically discover knowledge
from images or videos. One of the advantages to being able to automatically get
information from images is reducing the amount of time required for people to manually
process images. For example, over 500 hours of content is uploaded to YouTube every
minute [11], making it nearly infeasible to employ enough employees to manually
review and remove unwanted content from YouTube.
There are many types of strategies used in computer vision for discovering
information, including ones incorporating edge detection, clustering algorithms, or
neural network-based steps. Some aspects of these strategies are described next.
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1.1

Introduction to Edge Detection

Basic edge detection in images involves finding locations where image brightness
changes (i.e., creating discontinuities in pixel values). There are multiple approaches
used by classic edge detection algorithms, many of which involve spatial filtering or
frequency filtering. There are also some schemes that detect a contiguous group of
edge-like locations in images, often based on an initial phase that involves classic
edge detection. Spatial filtering approaches are popular since they can be applied
directly to images. The success of applying spatial filtering-based edge detection on
an image is primarily dependent on the kernel, or mask, used to achieve the filtering.
The kernels are usually applied repeatedly throughout the image, with each individual
application involving a small grouping of image values. Varying kernel shapes and
elements results in differences in effects achieved by the filtering. Typically an image is
preprocessed (before edge detection is applied) to enhance features for edge detection.
Sharpening and noise reduction are two popular preprocessing schemes.

1.2

Introduction to Clustering Algorithms

Clustering algorithms attempt to exploit structure in data, such as inherent
groupings or clusters, to define boundaries on and between clusters. An example
of clustering is segmenting an image into a set of foreground pixels and another set
of background pixels based on a threshold value. When the relationships between
clusters of data are unknown, an association algorithm can help identify the rules that

2

describe the data. In an association algorithm, underlying rules are built up, which
differs from traditional rule-based classification where the rules are known a priori.

1.3

Introduction to Neural Networks

Neural networks are algorithms that are modeled after biological neurons. In a
biological neuron, receptors (dendrites) receive signals and feed into the nucleus (soma)
before terminating at the output (axon). Neural networks accept a set of inputs and
produce a set of outputs without being programmed with task-specific rules. The
outputs can range from binary results (e.g., when applied to simple classification tasks)
to a set of real numbers (e.g., when applied to analyzing the relationships between
variables). Neural networks are useful tools to learn data distribution patterns that
would otherwise be too complex to identify through other methods. The strength of
neural networks is centered on their ability to learn patterns within one set of data,
form an internal model from that set of data, and then revise that model based on
patterns learned in new data. By updating itself over time, a neural network can
produce outputs that mimic those of a consistent human.

1.4

Applications to Space Weather

Space weather is a branch of space physics that focuses on the solar system,
emphasizing the space near Earth and solar interactions with Earth. It is a growing
field fueled in part by the increasing amounts of data provided by ongoing and new
satellite imaging missions. Managing the large amount of data captured by imaging
satellites through manual processing methods is a challenge. For example, NASA’s
3

Solar Dynamics Observatory generates 2 TB of data per day [12]. Thus, automatic
methods are needed to aid in identifying space weather features of interest in the
images.
Solar event catalogs (hereforward: “catalogs”) such as the SOHO LASCO
Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) Catalog1 categorize solar activity. Many catalogs,
including this LASCO CME catalog, were built based on manual methods to identify
notable events in solar coronagraph images. Using manual methods is slow to populate
the catalog2 and prone to user bias [6].
Solar phenomena and their effects on Earth are notable interests within space
weather. One example of an area of concern is when some solar phenomena release
large quantities of energetic particles [13] in storms that can endanger life in outer
space (e.g., in manned space missions) or damage electronic equipment in geospace that
supports Earth activities (e.g., certain satellite-based imaging sensors or equipment
that can be harmed by high energy solar particles) [14]. Being able to forecast such
space weather events could allow for mitigating of damages. Recently, automated
methods of data discovery on solar coronagraph images have yielded results that are
possibly beneficial to space weather forecasting, such as improving forecast times
of solar phenomena, which can allow more time to mitigate damage from energetic
particles arising from solar storms.
1
2

https://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME list/
As of Jan 24, 2020, only events up to Mar. 31, 2019 are included in the catalog

4

1.5

Motivation

If automated forecasting techniques exist that predict when dangerous solar
particles will collide with spacecraft and if those techniques are reliable and timely,
adjustments to mitigate damage to equipment on the spacecraft can be made. One
goal of this thesis research was to aid the state-of-the-art space weather forecasting by
exploring algorithms that potentially could enhance capabilities to extract features
needed by space weather forecasting.

1.6

Research Problem

In particular, in the research for this thesis, three solar imaging data processing
areas were explored. The areas include detection of the leading front of CMEs in
coronagraph images, clustering CME data used to calculate CME kinematics (which
could be a basis to produce a semi-baseline manual CME catalog), and neural networkbased classification of CME speed.

1.7

Thesis Organization

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides background information
for each data processing area. Chapter 3 discusses the methodologies developed.
Chapter 4 provides experimental results. The thesis concludes in Chapter 5 with a
summarizing discussion and an outline of potential future work.

5

CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

Some key origins of computer vision can be traced back to the 1960s work of
Larry Roberts involving the extraction of 3D information from a 2D projection of
blocks [15]. Since then, many techniques have been developed and applied to solve
problems in areas such as artificial intelligence [16] and the medical field [17]. One of
the application areas for computer vision is astrophysics.
Some of the first recorded mentions of astrophysics are from the classical Greek
period, during which philosophers such as Plato discussed the movement of celestial
bodies [18]. Within the last 100 years, the astrophysics field has undergone massive
growth, producing results such as the identification of Pluto [19], capturing the first
image of a black hole [20], and many other findings. One branch of astrophysics
that has recently had increased results is heliophysics (the study of the sun and its
interactions with the rest of the solar system).
One early result in heliophysics was the discovery of the Van Allen radiation
belt in 1958. The belt is a zone of energetic particles originally originating from the
Sun that eventually became trapped in the Earth’s magnetic field [21]. Before 1962,
the source of particles for the radiation belt was speculated to be mostly originating
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from the Sun. In 1962, Mariner 2 confirmed the measurements taken by the 1959
Luna 1 spacecraft, which established the existence of solar wind and its pushing of
energetic particles away from the Sun [22]. Then in 1973, there was an additional
mission; the US space station Skylab identified coronal mass ejections as the source of
solar winds [23].
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are the result of active regions on the Sun
releasing energy in the form of cascading energetic particles [24]. Active regions are
regions on the Sun with distinctly strong magnetic fields. CME speeds range from
below 100 kilometers per second (km/s) to over 3000 km/s [25]. Generally, CME
speeds are categorized into three groups: slow (less than 400 km/s), medium (greater
than 400 km/s and less than 700 km/s), and fast (greater than 700 km/s) [26]. It
should be noted that there is some variation in the literature on the dividing thresholds
between these groups.
CMEs are generally thought to have a leading front, core, and cavity structure
separating the two. Figure 2.1 illustrates these features in a coronagraph image. In
this thesis work, one area of study that we are particularly interested in is detecting
the leading front as detecting it allows us to measure CME speed.

2.1

Satellite Imaging of Solar Corona

There have been a number of satellite imaging missions focused on study of
the Sun. Two notable satellites are the pair of Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory
(STEREO) satellites and the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) satellite.
Both capture coronagraph images of the Sun by blocking out the Sun so that the
7

Figure 2.1: Annotated diagram of CME structure

faint corona can be seen. The corona is the outermost part of the Sun’s atmosphere
that reacts with the Sun’s magnetic field to create features such as CMEs. There are
two STEREO satellites roughly aligned in Earth’s orbit around the Sun, one ahead
of Earth (A) and one behind (B). The SOHO satellite is in solar orbit and is always
located in between the Earth and Sun.
A rendering of a STEREO satellite is shown in Figure 2.2. STEREO includes
instruments focused on observing solar phenomena such as CMEs and active regions
on the Sun. The imagers on STEREO include the Sun-Earth Connection Coronal and
Heliospheric Investigation (SECCHI), In-situ Measurements of Particles and CME
Transients (IMPACT), Plasma and SupraThermal Ion Composition (PLASTIC), and
STEREO/WAVES radio burst tracker (SWAVES). In particular, we are intersted
in SECCHI as it produces coronagraph imagse. The SECCHI imager on STEREO
includes two white light coronagraph cameras named COR1 and COR2, commonly
8

used in CME catalogs. The field of view of COR1 is 1.4 to 4 solar radii and the field
of view of COR2 is 2.5 to 15 solar radii [27].
A diagram of the SOHO satellite is shown in Figure 2.3. There are more
instruments than there are on STEREO, but we are most interested in the Large
Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO) imager as it produces coronagraph
images. The LASCO imager includes three cameras, named COR1, COR2, and
COR3. COR1 is a Fabry-Pérot interferometer1 , while COR2 and COR3 are white
light coronagraph cameras. The field of view of COR1 is 1.1 to 3 solar radii, the field
of view of COR2 is 1.5 to 6 solar radii, and the field of view of COR3 is 3.7 to 30 solar
radii [28]. Although the coronagraph imagers on STEREO and SOHO have the same
naming, the reader should not presume they are identical coronagraph imagers.
CME events and properties of CMEs determined from satellite imaging of
the solar corona are listed in catalogs. The catalogs are either generated manually,
as is the case for the Coordinated Data Analysis Workshop (CDAW) CME catalog
(also referred to as the SOHO LASCO CME catalog), or automatically. Examples
of catalogs generated from automatic detection-based methods include ones from
the Solar Eruptive Event Detection System (SEEDS) and Computer Aided CME
Tracking software (CACTus). Automatically generated CME catalogs have been
in use since 2004 with the development of the CACTus CME catalog. One of the
many advantages of automatically generated CME catalogs compared to manually
generated CME catalogs is the near real-time generation of an entry in the catalog
once a coronagraph image has been processed. With the volume of data that satellite
1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fabry-Pérot interferometer
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Figure 2.2: STEREO Spacecraft and Instruments, borrowed from NASA [1]

instruments send to ground, manually compiling a catalog such as the CDAW CME
catalog is a time-intensive task. By removing the need for a professional to classify a
set of images as a CME, the automatically generated catalogs can produce a quick and
relatively accurate result. However, this comes at the cost of incorrectly classifying
CMEs.
The catalogs identify CME occurrences as well as their properties, such as
kinematics, principal angle (the angle around the Sun the CME appeared to originate
from), and angular width (the angular span of a CME). The term kinematics generally
refers to the branch of mechanics related to the motion of objects. Here, we are

10

Figure 2.3: SOHO Spacecraft and Instruments, borrowed from Domingo et al.
(1995) [2]

using it in a more specific way, as parameters of motion, in particular, velocity and
acceleration.
Many CME catalogs have been based on applications of computer vision to
satellite images possibly containing CMEs. The computer vision methods used are
typically aimed at detection or classification.
The CME catalogs that rely on automated CME detection typically list a higher
number of CMEs [29] than the manually-populated CME catalogs due to the former
including CME events that are not true CMEs (i.e., the automatic catalogs produce
false positives). Thus, there is a cost of incorrectly classified CMEs in these catalogs.
Hess and Colaninno [29] compared several automatically generated CME catalogs
based on coronagraph images from different satellite instruments and found that each
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catalog had a similar detection rate. However, since each catalog characterized CME
kinematics differently, the number of detections sometimes varied noticeably.
To this day, improving CME detection is an active area of study. Some catalogs
are the result of applying variant detection techniques from those used by prior
catalogs. Computer vision techniques for detecting CMEs range from methods based
on Hough-based transforms [3] to methods based on multiscale filtering [30]. There is
no detection method that currently performs consistently better than others [3, 6, 31]
while also producing fewer false positives. Developing new computer-based approaches
for improved CME detection and classification was one of the aims for the research
reported for this thesis.
In order to reduce the falsely reported CME count in automated catalogs,
Byrne [6] proposed that by identifying events in a catalog that contain multiple CMEs
and separating those events into individual CMEs, a more robust catalog could be
produced. Byrne’s attempts to apply this scheme to the CORIMP CME catalog were
met with little success, spurring our interest in this area.

2.2

Related Computer Vision Background

The approaches explored in this thesis rely on and exploit image analysis and
edge detection techniques, curvilinear features, and the Hough transform strategy. One
simple Hough transform is for line detection. It involves describing lines in parametric
form (r = x cos θ + y sin θ). In this Hough transform, for each (x, y) point on the line,
all possible lines passing through that point have their (r, θ) parameters determined.
For each determined (r, θ), a tally is recorded in a binned parameter space. The bins
12

in this parameter space with the highest tally counts represent strong evidence for
a line characterized by that (r, θ) being present in the original image. The Hough
strategy can also be used for other sorts of curves that can be parameterized. For
example, measuring tool wear on machined surfaces [32] and mapping roads from
high-resolution satellite imagery [33] are two cases where computer vision techniques
have provided a solution.
Many image analysis approaches are based on edge detection, often through
use of filters. Two popular, successful edge detection filtering algorithms are Canny
edge detection [34] and Sobel edge detection [35]. Both find places where the gradient
changes rapidly (i.e., an edge) in the images. In the case of Canny edge detection,
additional image processing is applied before and after the gradient based step to
produce a result which in many cases outperforms Sobel edge detection. Sometimes,
after edge detection has been applied, an edge linking scheme is used to link together
edges which share similar properties, producing a more useful and complete set of
edges. The main purpose of edge linking is to connect edges rather than finding some
specific shape of curve within an image.
Image processing and understanding of satellite image data is an active field
of research to this day. Applications include image rectification [36], auroral oval
detection [37], and coronal loop detection [38].

2.3

CME Leading Front Detection Background

One of the most important characteristics of a CME is velocity, calculated from
tracking features of a CME across multiple images in time. Velocity measurements
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are typically based on identifying and tracking the leading front of a CME [39],
although some methods consider the bulk motion of the entire CME mass [6] or the
use of coronal synoptic maps (plots of coronal brightness as a function of latitude and
longitude) [40]. It is important to note that the leading front is not necessarily an
image edge feature of one pixel width but rather the physical boundary of a CME
moving out into space.
One of the challenges in calculating CME velocity is that CME images can
have low contrast or imaging artifacts that often result in the CME structure and
background being weakly separated. In particular, for CME tracking from image to
image in a sequence of images to be done reliably (by both humans and algorithms),
the features of the CME that are to be tracked must be easily distinguishable from
the background. To improve CME feature tracking’s reliability, preprocessing of the
CME images is often done. Image segmentation techniques, morphological operators,
filtering algorithms, and other image processing tools are examples of preprocessing
techniques that are often heavily leveraged to support reliable CME feature tracking
results.
One aspect of this thesis research involved developing a technique for CME
leading front detection. One large challenge in developing such a technique was finding
a suitable preprocessing sequence that supported the key leading front detection
steps. Thus, several approaches to improve preprocessing results were explored. The
preprocessing and leading front detection explorations are detailed later in the thesis.
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2.4

CME Catalog Data Clustering Background

One of the advantages of manually compiled solar event catalogs, such as
the SOHO LASCO CME catalog, is that they are formed by expert examination of
imagery. This process generally leads to a higher rate of “true” CME detections while
also detecting fewer overall CMEs. In contrast, automatic detection-based catalogs
often mistake non-CME events for CME events.
The only manually generated CME catalog currently available is the SOHO
LASCO CME catalog. The catalogs based on images from STEREO or other solar
satellites use automated detection methods and have not been manually verified. As
mentioned before, sometimes a sequence of CME events are treated as a single event
in automated catalogs and the corresponding kinematics calculated for such situations
do not represent the true nature of the CME events.
One of the goals of this thesis is to develop algorithms to identify and separate
duplicate CME events in an automatic way. By successfully separating duplicate CME
events in an automatically generated CME catalog based on a particular instrument,
we hope to transfer the results to a different catalog based on a different instrument.
Ideally, the approaches developed by the thesis research could enable creation of a
catalog that is more accurate than past fully automated catalogs.

2.5

Neural Network-Based CME Speed Classification Background

Neural networks are examples of advanced decision-making algorithms that
change structure based on information that passes through them. A neural network
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is a computational model that is typically thought to operate in a computationally
similar way to the neurons in the brain. The methodologies of neural networks vary
depending on the underlying architecture of the model and the interconnecting parts
within the model. Neural networks are composed of three layers: an input layer, a
hidden layer (can be composed of multiple layers), and an output layer.
Neural networks have been used to perform many tasks, including image
synthesis [41], sentiment analysis [42], and speech recognition [43]. In general, a neural
network is constructed with a neural architectural model and parameters, such as
activation and initialization functions.
In this thesis research we explored an application of neural networks on solar
coronagraph images and the features extracted from them. In general, there are two
classes of approaches to coronagraph image-based information discovery, feature-based
and image-based. Feature-based methods apply to the features extracted from images
while image-based methods apply directly to the images themselves. Within the past
decade, neural network approaches to image-based CME classification have become
more popular [44–46]. Prior applications of neural networks to classifying CME events
have largely been based on CME feature association [47] rather than the images
themselves.
Two important types of neural networks are Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). CNNs are a class of neural networks
that are designed to recognize visual patterns in an image. RNNs are a class of neural
networks that make use of sequential information. The information can be a sequence
of images in time or words in a sentence.
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There are many implementations of CNNs, including LeNet (1998) [48], AlexNet
(2012) [49], GoogLeNet (2014) [50], VGGNet (2014) [51], and ResNet (2015) [52],
to name a few. CNNs rely on the use of convolutional image filters, also known as
kernels, which extract features from an input image. These features can be derived
from either the spatial domain (the pixel values themselves) or from the frequency
domain (how often the pixel values appear). In general, the more hidden layers in a
CNN, the more filters there are, resulting in a deeper understanding of the data.
In a simple neural network, inputs are independent from one another (i.e.,
input A does not affect input B, but elements within input A can affect each other).
The order that data is fed into the network does not affect the output. However,
this simple approach is unsuitable for many tasks where features must be extracted
over time. RNNs solve this issue by allowing the network to remember a previous
state of itself and using that state as another input to the determining of its next
state. An example of RNN use is in sentence classification [53], where a sentence is
classified to be one of several types (e.g., command, question, statement, etc.). While
two sentences may contain the same words, their order may affect how the sentence is
classified.
As our focus in this thesis research involved discovery of CME phenomena in
coronagraph images collected over time, a CNN combined with an RNN is a good
approach for the neural network [54]. In this thesis research, we explored the use
of neural networks to classify satellite images of CMEs into one of four CME speed
categories: fast, slow, medium, and null. The first three categories are CME speed
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categories, while the null category denotes either a CME event traveling slower than
100 km/s or an image with no CME.

2.6

Prior CME Property Discovery Work

This section includes a brief overview of some previous work in CME property
discovery using (1) image analysis or computer vision approaches, (2) clustering
approaches, and (3) neural network approaches.

2.6.1

CME Leading Front Detection
In 2004, Robbrecht and Berghmans [3] applied a Hough line detection scheme

to find CMEs in time-height transformed images, rather than the coronagraph images
themselves. The scheme requires the coronagraph images to first be transformed into
time-height images. In these images, at specific angles around the Sun, brightness is
measured as a function of height above the solar surface. If a height-slice intersects
a CME, a few bright pixels are seen. Over time, a time-height image is created by
aligning the height-slice images in tie. As a CME travels radially outwards, the bright
pixels will form a curve in the time-height image. By applying a modified Hough
transform scheme to time-height images in order to detect lines, CMEs can be tracked.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of a time-height image and the corresponding
lines detected from the Hough transform. Each vertical column is a single time point,
and the darker region directly above the red line corresponds to data from LASCO
COR1, while the lighter region above it corresponds to data from LASCO COR2.
The Robbrecht and Berghmans scheme applies a Hough transform to detect linear
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Figure 2.4: Example of a modified Hough transform on time-height data, borrowed
from Robbrecht and Berghmans (2004) [3] Range: November 9 through November 14,
2003.

structures among the curves in the time-height images. The detected lines are reflected
along the red line for emphasis. The scheme was included in the CACTus software
package which formed the basis for the first automatically constructed CME catalog,
the CACTus CME catalog. Their work helped lay the groundwork for future CME
catalogs based on automated detection methods.
In addition, models of the shape of CMEs have been developed and these models
could be exploited to detect leading fronts [55]. One such model is the graduated
cylindrical shell (GCS) model [56], in which a CME is modeled after an empirically
defined model of a flux rope (it is now believed that most, if not all, CMEs are based
on flux ropes [57, 58]). Furthermore, computational physical models of CMEs may
also provide a way to extract shape structures from CMEs, while not being geometric
in nature.
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2.6.2

Related CME Image Processing
Since Robbrecht and Berghmans work on CACTus, approaches to detect CMEs

and CME leading fronts in coronagraph images have included ones that use edge
detection in synoptic maps [59], thresholding and segmentation techniques [5], and
segmentation techniques with multiscale filtering [30].
The first of these approaches is an approach by Boursier et al. [59]. In their
approach, synoptic maps are generated similar to the time-height approach by Robbrecht and Berghmans, where one variable (in this case, the height above the solar
surface, in contrast to Robbrecht and Berghmans’ use of angle) is kept constant and
other variables are allowed to change over time. Figure 2.5 includes two images, a
coronagraph image above and the synoptic map generated from the image below. The
above image in Figure 2.5 shows a dashed circle at a fixed height above the Sun,
unraveled into a straight line in the image below in Figure 2.5. In Figure 2.5, the
image below is processed with an edge enhancing scheme which results in the small
vertical edges being more distinct. The filtering and thresholding of synoptic maps
in LASCO C2 images provided a new method for CME detection and in 2006, the
Automatic Recognition of Transient Events and Marseille Inventory from Synoptic
maps (ARTEMIS) CME catalog was developed based on that method.
The other two notable approaches to detect CME leading fronts in coronagraph
images have been through the use of thresholding and segmentation techniques as well
as through the use of segmentation techniques with multiscale filtering. These two
methods are notable as they have also been used in the development of CME catalogs.
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Figure 2.5: Example of a synoptic map, borrowed from Boursier et al. [4] Top:
colorized, labeled coronagraph; Bottom: synoptic map. CME event is on June 18,
1996.

The former approach by Olmedo et al. [5] uses difference coronagraph images,
which are images generated by subtracting one coronagraph image by one previous
image (in time). Their method transforms difference images into polar-transformed
difference images and applies thresholding techniques that seek to extract the CME
shape from these images. Many of the processing steps we outline in Chapter 3 are
motivated by the use of difference images and polar-transformed images.
Difference images containing CMEs typically contain bright structures corresponding to the leading front of a CME. Figure 2.6 illustrates a difference image after
processing by the image processing workflow explained in Section 3.1.1. In Figure 2.6,
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February 7, 2010 04:24 to 04:39 - STEREO A

Figure 2.6: Difference image generated from STEREO-A COR2 view of the February
7, 2010 CME event. Range: 4:24 to 4:39 UT.

the leading front of the CME is easily distinguishable from the background along as
well as the hollow core. Olmedo et al. captured the inherent radially propagating
aspect of CMEs by tracking their linear motion in polar-transformed difference images.
Figure 2.7 illustrates the leading front detection workflow developed by Olmedo et
al. The top two figures illustrate an intensity profile along the θ-axis with vertical
lines indicating the brightest portion of the CME and the final position-angle range
of the CME (left and right top images, respectively). The bottom image uses the
position angle range shown in (b) and calculates the radial intensity profile of the
CME along the height axis. This radial intensity profile is then used to calculate the
brightest intensity (Max-Height) and the half-brightest intensities in front of the CME
(Half-Max-Lead) and behind the CME (Half-Max-Follow).
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Figure 2.7: Example of thresholding a polar-transformed difference image, borrowed
from Olmedo et al. [5]. Top left ((a)): Intensity profile overplotted on difference
image with peak intensity range. Top right ((b)): Intensity profile with position angle
range. Bottom ((c)): A radial intensity profile of the CME used to calculate the
Half-Max-Lead and Half-Max-Follow.

The most critical aspect of Figure 2.7 for our purposes is the determination of
the Half-Max-Lead as the CME leading front. By tracking the Half-Max-Lead as the
CME leading front for their calculations, Olmedo et al. calculated CME properties
such as velocity and acceleration.
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In 2008, Olmedo et al. applied their CME feature tracking algorithm to LASCO
images. Their results formed the basis for the LASCO SEEDS CME catalog and was
one of the first CME catalogs to include results from automated image segmentation
and leading front detection techniques on coronagraph images.
The methods built by Olmedo et al. proved it was possible to perform CME
feature extraction directly on low-level image features rather than only on higher
level features (such as was the case with the methods used to build the CACTus and
ARTEMIS CME catalogs).
The last notable method to detect CME leading fronts was the method from
Byrne et al. [60] and Morgan et al. [61], which combined a new CME separation
technique with multiscale filtering. In general, multiscale filtering highlights details
apparent at different scales in the images. Byrne et al. used CME detection masking,
which identifies the strongest edges in the CME, along with multiscale filtering to
identify the strongest edges at varying scales within coronagraph images. The Coronal
Image Processing (CORIMP)2 CME catalog developed in 2012 was built upon these
techniques, overcoming several limitations of previous CME catalogs.
One such limitation arists from the notion that difference images often generate
very small values which affect image normalization. One advantage to the method
developed by Byrne et al. was that it allowed detection of CMEs without using
difference images. Typically, when two coronagraph images are subtracted from one
another, the range of pixel values changes. This can have a negative effect when
segmenting CMEs from the background when the difference between a CME pixel and
2

http://alshamess.ifa.hawaii.edu/CORIMP/
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Figure 2.8: CME position angle and leading front position detection for January 2,
2000 7:54 UT CME event, borrowed from Byrne et al. [6]. Top left: background-model
subtracted coronagraph. Top right: CACTus running difference image. Bottom left:
SEEDS running difference image. Bottom right: CORIMP running difference image.

background pixel is small. In addition, when using difference images, the absolute
brightness of the CME is no longer used, but rather the relative brightness, making
CME thresholding more difficult. Byrne’s use of multiscale filtering to generate the
CORIMP catalog greatly reduces background noise and helps reveals the overall CME
structure, thus minimizing the uncertainty in its shape.
Figure 2.8 compares the results of different CME feature detection algorithms
(CACTus, SEEDS, and CORIMP). The top left image of Figure 2.8 is a COR2
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coronagraph image from the LASCO instrument. The top right image shows the
method used by Robbrecht and Berghmans to develop the CACTus CME catalog. The
angular span of the CME is indicated by the white lines. The bottom left image shows
the method used by Olmedo et al. to develop the SEEDS CME catalog. The CME
leading front is indicated in red and the extended “Half-Max-Lead” is indicated in
blue. The bottom right image shows the method used by Byrne et al. in the CORIMP
CME catalog. The angular span is indicated in blue, the CME structure is indicated
in yellow, and the leading front pixels are indicated in red.
Since the development of the CORIMP CME catalog, other techniques to detect
CMEs and catalogs generated from those techniques have been developed, notably
by the Heliospheric Cataloging, Analysis and Techniques Service (HELCATS). One
such catalog is the HIJoinCAT catalog, which links observations from the different
STEREO spacecrafts to provide events for which full stereoscopic information may be
extracted.
Within the last few years, new techniques have been developed which could be
a basis for a next generation of catalogs. For example, a technique from Vourlidas et
al. (2017) [62] is utilized in the Multiview CME Catalog (MVC)3 , which incorporates
image data from both STEREO satellites. Vourlidas et al. combined manual CME
identification and classification with manual morphological classification and semiautomatic supervised image segmentation to calculate kinematic properties of CME
events from coronagraph images. Wang et al. (2019) [63] utilized a LeNet-based
neural network to identify and separate CMEs from the background in coronagraph
3

http://solar.jhuapl.edu/Data-Products/COR-CME-Catalog.php
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images, however their methods have not been utilized in any CME catalogs to date.
Improving CME detection methods continues to be an active field of research.

2.6.3

Clustering CORIMP Data to Separate CME Events
In general, one of the challenges of CME identification is determining when one

event ends and another begins. Some catalogs have been built based on techniques
that do not make this determination accurately. For example, the CORIMP CME
catalog was found by Byrne to merge some CME events together [6]. Byrne has
described a k-means clustering based approach to better isolate events. Byrne applied
the approach to events in the CORIMP CME catalog with some success.
k-means clustering works by partitioning data into k clusters in a way that
minimizes the inter-cluster distance between points. k-means clustering has been
applied in solar image processing [64], including derivative methods such as c-means
and fuzzy c-means clustering [65]. Other clustering schemes have also been used in
solar image processing, such as the work done by Jacobs et al. [66] where double CME
events were separated through the use of active contouring and hierarchical clustering.
Byrne tried clustering based on tuples of features to separate events, but his
experience was that any tuples he tried had inconsistent performance. The biggest
challenge for Byrne’s clustering approach was finding features within the data that
allowed consistently correct separation of merged CME events. The approach however
did succeed in some cases. For example, in one case, a merged CME event in the
CORIMP catalog had two distinct principal angle ranges and, when Byrne selected
principal angle as the feature used by the k-means clustering algorithm, k-means
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clustering produced a satisfactory result. In another case, a merged CME event had
two distinct speed ranges and, when using speed as the feature used by the k-means
clustering algorithm, k-means clustering produced a satisfactory result. However,
in most cases, the merged CME events had similar speeds, principal angles, event
duration, or a combination of the three (k-means clustering works best if the clusters
form well-separated sphere-like regions, which was not always the case here). As a
result, in this thesis research, other clustering algorithms to separate merged CME
event data within the CORIMP CME catalog were explored.

2.6.4

Neural Network Applications Within Space Weather
Few CNN approaches have been applied to space weather applications [67],

but CME detection [63] and CME forecasting [68] are areas where some recent
applications of CNNs have been reported. Most applications of neural networks
in heliophysics typically have utilized features generated from images as the neural
network inputs [69–71] rather than the images themselves. One exception is work by
Huang et al. [72], which applied a CNN on magnetograms generated from the Michelson
Doppler Imager instrument and Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager instrument aboard
SOHO. Magnetograms are pictorial representations of the spatial variations in strength
of the solar magnetic field at the solar surface. As the standard CNN model requires
all input images to be the same size, the work by Huang et al. applied their CNN to
subimages formed by cropping and resizing the active regions on magnetograms to
size 100×100 pixels, resulting in a CNN that ignored scaling information. The need
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for a CNN to use similarly-sized inputs presents a challenge when applying a CNN to
collections of images of varying sizes.
While RNNs have had less applications in space weather data to date compared
to CNNs, RNNs have been successfully applied to solve problems such as generic
video captioning [73]. The architecture of an RNN allows for it to capture temporal
information. In the case of sentiment classification, where a neural network interprets
and classifies emotion within text, previous words within a sentence are “remembered”
by an RNN along with the current word, allowing the RNN to produce a different
output depending on the current position within a sentence. In RNN-based video
captioning, frames of video are fed into a neural network, and each frame has an effect
on the output of the RNN based on subsequent frames.
In this thesis, we explore the application of CNNs and RNNs on coronagraph
images to classify CME images based on CME speeds.
A challenge for using neural networks to classify CME event speeds based on
coronagraph images is the imbalance in event types. Specifically, there are many more
slow and medium-speed CME events than there are fast CME events [74]. In addition,
CME events can occur on varying time scales, anywhere between 1 and 16 hours, even
within the same speed classification. Most recorded CME events in the available data
are slow speed events, while the fast events are the ones that most need automatic
classification since they generate energetic particles which reach Earth the fastest; it
may not be possible to wait for human experts to process the images and detect a
fast CME. Because there is so much less fast event data, the neural network will not
be expected to be trained as well to recognize fast events as other events.
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One of the classic challenges for all neural networks is dealing with the imbalance
of data to be processed. One class of approaches which is popular to address this is
data augmentation. Data augmentation for neural networks is the process by which
data is made more diverse without collecting additional data.

2.7

Summary

In summary, this chapter has provided the necessary background on the areas
of focus for this thesis: CME leading front detection, CME data clustering, and neural
network applications for CME speed classification.
In following chapters we describe our methodologies developed in each processing area and some limitations of them. We then discuss our results and address the
limitations of the results within each processing area.
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CHAPTER 3

SOLAR DATA PROCESSING METHODOLOGY

One goal of this thesis research was to explore algorithms that could potentially
enhance capabilities to extract features needed by space weather forecasting. In this
research, we looked at three areas focused on CME data processing. First, we explored
CME leading front detection. Second, we explored identifying and separating CMEs
within incorrectly classified CME events. Third, we explored classifying CMEs based
on speed.

3.1

CME Leading Front Detection Scheme

The first area of research we address in this thesis research is the detection
of a CME leading front in coronagraph images. This section presents the processing
methodology to detect the leading front, which we describe next.
Our goal in this processing area is to detect the CME leading front in coronagraph images and to fit a curve to the CME leading front. The methodology has
three main phases. These phases are data preprocessing, masking, and structure
detection. The first one is data preprocessing, in which a pair of input images is first
contrast-enhanced and transformed into a polar running difference image. The second
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one, image masking, takes the polar-transformed image and creates a mask, applying
morphological operators to the mask to enhance its shape. The third one, structure
detection, fits a curve to the mask while ensuring the fitted curve obeys CME behavior
(e.g., the CME leading front is concave relative to the Sun, and the CME leading
front moves away from the Sun over time). This methodology appears to be able to
successfully track the CME leading front for many CME events.
Our methodology for data preprocessing was influenced by the work of Olmedo
et al. [5], which also uses running difference images and polar transforms.
Prior to our current method, we also worked with a snake-based approach,
although with little success. Further details about the snake-based approach are
provided in Section 3.1.4.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the workflow for the three main phases, and we describe
them in more detail below. The number in the bottom right of certain boxes indicates
the step number.

3.1.1

Preprocessing
In this section we describe the preprocessing part of our methodology. It’s

important that all of our data is properly adjusted such that all downstream processes
are consistent and accurate. Part of this adjustment is calibrating for instrument bias.
For each event, a time-series of coronagraph level 0.5 (raw data) COR2 FITS files are
adjusted considering exposure, onboard image processing, CCD bias, a multiplicative
calibration factor, vignetting, and flat-field effects. The adjusted files are converted
into images and a log10 transformation is applied to reduce the impact of overly bright
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and dark regions. A running difference image is produced by subtracting a previous
time point’s image from a current time point’s image. Running difference images help
reduce the effect of static features such as streamers (which hardly change between
images within a CME event) and reveal CMEs with a bright leading front moving away
from the Sun followed by a darker core immediately behind it, typically corresponding
to the previous CME leading front.
In order to enhance CME features, our preprocessing includes application
of several filters to the running difference image. First, we apply global histogram
equalization to adjust image contrast. Next, we apply a 2D Fourier Transform to
remove high frequency noise. The resulting image is resized from size 2048x2048 pixels
to size 256x256 pixels to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, similar to the approach
by Olmedo et al. and Berghmans et al. [75]. The resized image is transformed to
polar coordinates (r, θ) of size 128x360 pixels since the features of most interest for
tracking CME movement are intrinsically tied to that coordinate system. As mentioned
earlier, polar coordinate transformations have also been used in other CME detection
schemes [5, 75, 76]. Figure 3.2 illustrates several steps of the preprocessing workflow.
The steps listed above each image correspond to the step number on each processing
step in Figure 3.1.

3.1.2

Masking
The second major phase is masking. Masking provides a local binning effect to

assist the later structure detection phase. The binning effect is described as follows.
First, a polar-transformed (r, θ) image of size 128×360 pixels is divided into a grid
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Figure 3.1: Workflow for CME Leading Front Detection Scheme
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Step 2+3

20100524_145400B to 20100524_152400B

Step 6+7

Steps 4+5

Step 8

Figure 3.2: CME Leading Front Detection: Preprocessing steps for May 24, 2010
CME event: 14:54 UT to 15:24 UT; STEREO-A
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where each section is size 4×6 pixels. This grid size was determined through empirical
studies. Within each grid section, a tally of the pixels that exceed a naı̈ve mean-based
pixel-based threshold is made. If the tally in a section exceeds a naı̈ve mean-based
mask threshold (which is independent of the naı̈ve mean-based pixel-based threshold),
then the grid section is masked. Then, a single morphological opening followed by a
single morphological closing operator are applied to remove disconnected elements
that don’t tend to match the shape of a CME.
The generated CME mask in the polar-transformed image may be disconnected
(i.e., not be a contiguous mask due to the θ parameter domain’s wrap-around). A
disconnected mask will cause the curve fitting algorithm to fail as the mask elements
the curve is fit to are on opposite sides of the image. To address this issue, we
first identify if there are any disconnected mask elements. Next, we shift the mask
along the θ parameter such that the disconnected mask elements are connected. If
the polar-transformed image is split into quadrants at θ = 0, 90, 180, 270, there is a
possibility that a CME may span at least two quadrants. To prevent a discontiguous
mask which would negatively affect curve fitting, the mask is shifted along the θ axis
to ensure all masked grid sections are adjacent to one another.

3.1.3

Structure Detection
Next, the last major phase of the CME leading front detection, structure

detection, is described. In it, first for each θ column in the polar-transformed image,
the mask pixels furthest from the r = 0 row are identified. These are candidate leading
front pixels. A second degree curve is then fit to these candidate leading front pixels
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20100524_145400B to 20100524_152400B
Step 9

Step 10+11+12+13+14

Step 15

Step 16

Figure 3.3: CME leading front detection: Masking and curve-fitting steps for May
24, 2000 CME event: 14:54 UT to 15:24 UT; STEREO-A

with a least squares method. An example of the masking workflow, labelled with curve
fitting steps, is shown in Figure 3.3 for one image. In each subfigure in Figure 3.3, the
solar surface is aligned to the top edge of the polar-transformed image.
We terminate the curve fitting process when the fitted curve is 80% to the
edge of the field of view, as measured from the center of the image. We chose an
80% threshold as we saw nearly all fitted curves which exceed this distance fail to
track the CME leading front. At this distance, most of the CME leading fronts are
indistinguishable from the background.

3.1.3.1

Additional Processing Steps

In order to ensure the fitted curve follows natural CME behavior, we implemented several heuristic-type algorithms, which we describe next. The algorithms
check to ensure the fitted curve is both moving away from the Sun and is oriented in
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20100403_125400A to 20100403_132400A

Figure 3.4: CME leading front detection: Incorrectly oriented curve for April 3, 2010
CME event: 12:54 UT to 13:24 UT

the proper direction (concave relative to the surface of the Sun). If either of these
checks fail, the mask-based threshold used in the masking step is reduced until either
a suitable mask for curve fitting is generated or a minimum threshold is met. If a
minimum threshold is met, the difference image is discarded and the next difference
image is processed.
Sometimes the curve-fitting algorithm fails. Figure 3.4 illustrates an example
where the fitted curve is convex relative to the Sun. Since in most cases a CME
leading front can be approximated as a second-degree curve, a convex curve (relative
to the solar surface) usually indicates a nonphysical phenomenon, triggering the
re-thresholding process.
Other times, the curve-fitting algorithm succeeds in fitting a curve with the
proper curve orientation, but it fails to fit the curve to the proper part of the CME.
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20100403_115400A to 20100403_122400A

Figure 3.5: CME leading front detection: Incorrectly fitted curve for April 3, 2010
CME event: 12:54 UT to 13:24 UT

An example of a correctly-oriented curve fitted to an incorrect part of a CME is shown
in Figure 3.5. The curve is correctly oriented, but it is fit to the core of the CME
rather than to the CME leading front. In such cases, it is difficult to automatically
trigger a correctional algorithm since it is difficult to tell apart a CME core and CME
leading front.
Occasionally the coronagraph images include image abnormalities due to
instrument-based artifacts. These abnormalities include a significant visual feature
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Figure 3.6: Instrument-based lens artifact for February 8, 2010 CME event: 8:39
UT to 8:54 UT

that can cause the masking steps of the workflow to generate a mask that does not
accurately describe a CME. Figure 3.6 is an example of an instrument-based artifact
that is handled in the structure detection portion of the CME leading front detection
scheme. To detect these artifacts, the algorithm looks for a sudden increase of bright
pixels in the image. However, this approach has sometimes identified sudden, natural
onset CME growth as an instrument artifact.
After the described checks to determine if the fitted curve follows typical CME
behavior, the scheme does a final check to determine if the fitted curve is a certain
distance away from the sun. We found that at a certain distance from the sun, the
curve-fitting technique nearly always fails as the CME is too dim to detect. We chose
a distance threshold of 80% to the edge of the field of view (approximately 12 solar
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radii) as a cutoff point for when the curve-fitting algorithm stops processing the images
in the sequence; succeeding images will not be processed.

3.1.4

Alternative Processing
Prior to settling on the curve fitting-based approach explained above, a snake-

based approach was tried. We explored snake-based schemes as a potential candidate
to detect the shape of a CME, focusing on the leading front. Active contour models
(also known as snakes) are used to detect object outlines by minimizing the energy
required for a curve to pull away from an object edge.
Snake-based schemes have seen mixed success in other solar imaging fields such
as coronal loop detection [77]. We show some representative results from our trials
for one August 2010 event in Figure 3.7. In the left image of Figure 3.7, the green
shape is the GCS model outline of the CME and the red outline is the result of the
snake-based algorithm after 80 iterations. In the right image of Figure 3.7, the edge
of the starting mask is indicated by iteration 1. As the iterations progress, the snake
gradually detects the CME edges.
We found that the performance of snake-based approaches varied over the
lifetime of a CME event. Typically, as a CME grew larger and dimmer, the snake-based
algorithm frequently stabilized near the still-bright core of the CME. It also had a
tendency to include streamers adjacent to CMEs. Thus, our scheme settled on the
curve-fitting approach described earlier, which allowed us to enforce more strict CME
feature validation when determining the CME leading front.
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Figure 3.7: Snake-based CME front detection for August 7, 2010 CME event: 20:54
UT.

3.2

Clustering Scheme

Next, we describe our work to separate CME events in CME catalog entries
for which multiple CMEs are classified as a single CME event.
One goal of this thesis was to improve the quality of the CORIMP CME catalog
by identifying and separating merged CME events. Another goal was for our work
to enable developing a semi-baseline (semi-manual) CME catalog for instruments for
which no baseline catalog exists. There are no manually compiled STEREO satellitebased CME catalogs which are as popular as the current SOHO satellite-based CME
catalogs.
This part of our work used clustering. By identifying clustering algorithm
parameters that could produce SOHO LASCO CME catalog-like entries from the
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CORIMP CME catalog, we hoped to apply those same clustering parameters to a
STEREO CME catalog.
For the clustering, we selected events from the LASCO CORIMP CME catalog.
A clustering algorithm was then applied to the data and verified via heuristic methods.
Our goal was to find a suitable clustering method and then apply the clustering
parameters to a separate CME catalog with the results verified via heuristic methods
again.
Our processing workflow continues the work started by Byrne to separate
CME events within the CORIMP CME catalog. Our work utilizes several clustering
algorithms from Byrne’s approach as well as other CME features. A workflow outlining
our steps is shown in Figure 3.8. We describe the major processing areas in more
detail below.

3.2.1

Data Preparation For Clustering
8,555 CME events were identified from the LASCO CORIMP CME catalog

dating between January 1, 2000 and December 31, 2016. Potentially merged CME
events were manually identified and checked against the SOHO LASCO CME catalog.
For each verified merged CME event, the CME kinematic data was smoothed with a
Savitsky-Golay filter [78] that was downloaded from the CORIMP CME catalog site.
This data includes height, time, and angle for each data point used to calculate CME
kinematics for the CORIMP CME catalog. Furthermore, height, time, and angle were
the features used for our clustering.
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Data Acquisition
Discard
Start
No

Identify potential merged
CME event from LASCO
CORIMP CME catalog

Cross-validate CME
event with SOHO LASCO
CME catalog
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CME event?
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Download CME event
data from LASCO
CORIMP CME catalog

Clustering
Modify clustering results
to mimic baseline SOHO
LASCO CME catalog
entries

Determine data features
and clustering algorithm
which successfully cluster
CME data

Applications
Develop a semi-baseline
LASCO CME catalog
based on automated
LASCO CME catalog

Apply clustering algorithm
to STEREO-based CME
catalog

Figure 3.8: Workflow for Clustering CME Catalog Data

Since the clustering algorithms we used must know beforehand how many
clusters there are, we reviewed each merged CME event to determine the CME count.
Sometimes it was easy to determine the number of CMEs in a merged event from
trends in the kinematic plots, but this was not true for most cases. In cases where it
was not simple to determine the number of CMEs, we referenced coronagraph video
in the SOHO LASCO CME catalog to verify the number of CMEs.
We used Byrne’s steps to cluster CME event data as a foundation for our
clustering approach. For each angle around the Sun, we only considered data points
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Figure 3.9: Raw and Filtered CORIMP Data for January 18, 2000 08:52 UT CME
Event

where the height is monotonically increasing over time. We illustrate the effect of this
data reduction step for the January 18, 2000 CME event in Figure 3.9. “Original
data” corresponds to the untouched Savitsky-Golay filtered data from the CORIMP
CME catalog. “Cleaned data” refers to the “Original data” which has undergone the
previously mentioned data reduction step.

3.2.2

Clustering Scheme
While Byrne had limited success with k-means clustering, we chose to start our

clustering experiments in a similar manner. We considered multiple combinations of
features of the original CORIMP data (height, time, angle) along with the combinations
tried by Byrne (velocity and average event time) when applying k-means clustering.
In contrast to Byrne, we looked at clustering more than two features at once, but
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still found little success. Due to a lack of consistent clustering results, we explored
several classical clustering approaches. As mentioned before, certain algorithms, such
as k-means clustering, work best if the clusters form well-separated sphere-like regions.
Since our k-means clustering approach failed to consistently find well-defined
clusters within our data, we next explored using an agglomerative approach to hierarchical clustering. Such clustering is the primary mode we then experimented on.
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering focuses on building clusters from the bottom up,
merging data together until an appropriate number of clusters are produced. Clusters
were produced by measuring the Euclidian distance (simple straight-line distance)
between intra-cluster points and an average linkage criteria (average distance between
clusters) for inter-cluster points.
We investigated other clustering algorithms, such as the Gaussian mixture
model and Bayesian Gaussian mixture, to determine if they were viable candidates.
Figure 3.10 illustrates the results of the Gaussian mixture model, Bayesian Gaussian
mixture, and agglomerative clustering algorithms we tested and their results for one
event. For each clustering algorithm result in the figure, the x-axis is time (UT) and
the y-axis is height (arcsec). In order to generate more consistent clustering results,
all data was normalized to [0,1]. The data that was clustered there corresponds to
the reduced “cleaned data” dataset from Figure 3.9. While the merged CME event
only includes two CMEs, we look at the results for both two and three clusters to
determine how the algorithms perform when clustering for an incorrect number of
CMEs.
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a) k-means, k=2

b) k-means, k=3

c) Gaussian Mixture, k=2

d) Gaussian Mixture, k=3

e) Bayesian Gaussian Mixture, k=2

f) Bayesian Gaussian Mixture, k=3

g) Agglomerative, k=2

h) Agglomerative, k=3

Figure 3.10: Multiple clustering techniques and their results for the January 18,
2000 08:52 UT CME event.

Figure 3.10(a) and Figure 3.10(b) present the results for the k-means clustering
algorithm with k set to two and three clusters, respectively. Since the data does
not form well-separated sphere-like regions, it is not surprising that the resulting
clusters determined by the algorithm do not produce a good result. Figure 3.10(c) and
Figure 3.10(d) present the results for the Gaussian mixture model clustering algorithm
with two and three clusters, respectively. There is a large difference in the quality of
the produced clusters versus k-means, both for two and three cluster results. The
two cluster Gaussian mixture model result has several yellow data points mixed in
with the purple data points, potentially identifying a misclassificiation result from the
algorithm, but is otherwise a good result, while the three cluster result incorrectly
separates the large oblique grouping into two separate clusters.
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Figure 3.10(e) and Figure 3.10(f) present the results for the Bayesian Gaussian
mixture clustering algorithm with two and three clusters. Similar to the results
for the Gaussian mixture clustering algorithm, the result for two clusters has some
mixing of data points within clusters but is otherwise well-separated, while the result
for three clusters incorrectly divided the large oblique shape. Figure 3.10(g) and
Figure 3.10(h) present the results for the agglomerative clustering algorithm with
two and three clusters. Similar to the results of the Gaussian mixture clustering and
Bayesian Gaussian mixture clustering algorithms, the agglomerative clustering result
for two clusters are well-separated, but there is no mixing of data points in the large
oblique shape. The agglomerative clustering result for three clusters shows a marked
improvement when compared to the other tested clustering algorithms. The large
oblique shape and the small oblique shape are separate clusters in the results for both
two and three cluster results, and in the results for three clusters, the smallest cluster
is marked as a single yellow data point.

3.3

Neural Network-Based CME Speed Classification Scheme

The last area of research we address in this thesis research is the development
of a CME speed classification algorithm based on neural networks. In our work, we
trained the neural network directly on coronagraph images to classify CME events
as either fast, medium, slow, or null speed CME events. To accomplish this, we first
identified CME events during solar maximum (a regular period of high solar activity)
for Solar Cycle 23 (August 1996 to December 2008) and Solar Cycle 24 (December
2008 to May 2020). The number of CME events per speed category were capped
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to further prevent data imbalance since there were many more slow and null speed
events than there were fast and medium speed events. The FITS image files for these
CME events were downloaded, corrected, and calibrated before images were used by
the network. These corrections and calibrations are not the same corrections and
calibrations performed on FITS image files from the CME leading front detection
scheme. A network trains on the resulting images and outputs a final accuracy for
both the training and validation set, which we show in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5.

3.3.1

Data Acquisition and Input Preparation
Given the imbalance in data, hoping to then also have a better balance between

slow and fast events since fast events are sparse during solar minima, we chose to limit
ourselves to experiments on solar maxima within the available CME catalogs. Our
goal in doing so was to provide a robust scheme by selecting CME events with similar
temporal and solar activity-based properties. As limiting ourselves to the years of
solar maximum in Solar Cycles 23 and 24 would have provided an insufficient amount
of fast speed CME events for the network to train on, we used a 4 year window of
images centered around each solar maximum. Since nearly 70% of all events within
Solar Cycles 23 and 24 occur within one year of solar maximum, we believed limiting
events to within a several year range of solar maximum could provide representative
data near times of high solar activity. We identified the CME events that fell within
these two ranges from the SEEDS LASCO COR2 catalog.
Next, we ensured the CME events to train the neural network had the proper
qualities (for example, minimum total duration and no missing data) by discarding
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events that did not meet these standards. To address the issue of having so little fast
CME event data, we augmented the data to attempt to better balance the data.
Two approaches to data augmentation for neural networks are basic image
manipulations and deep learning-based approaches. Basic image manipulations focus
on augmenting the data before it is fed into the neural network. Examples of these
include geometric transformations, color space transformations, and image mixing.
Deep learning-based approaches focus on algorithms within the neural network. Examples of these include dropout, batch normalization, and transfer learning. Our work
in this thesis used basic image rotations to specifically augment fast CME event data
(resulting in a small increase in the number of fast speed CME event data) and deep
learning-based data augmentation to augment data for all events.
We initially trained the network on Computers One and Two, then migrated to
virtualized cloud infrastructure as the demands of our experiments grew. A workflow
outlining the data preparation and neural network training steps is shown in Figure 3.11.
We describe the major processing area in more detail below.
Slow, medium, and fast speed CME events are classified as slower than 400
km/s, faster than 400 km/s and slower than 700 km/s, and faster than 700 km/s,
respectively. Null speed CME events are determined to be either CME events faster
than 10 km/s and slower than 100 km/s or time points between recorded CME events
in the CME catalog. We included both these types of data for the null speed category
to include images for which there is no associated recorded CME event in the CME
catalog.
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Figure 3.11: Workflow for Neural Network-based Speed Classification Scheme

For slow, medium, and fast speed CME events, only events with at least 6 time
points were considered, with no upper limit on the number of time points. We did not
choose events with less than 6 time points due restrictions within our downstream
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Minimum Time Points

Fast

Medium

Slow

Null

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

443
231
125
68
21
5
2

2875
2219
1649
1184
815
535
328

14855
12421
10507
8921
7571
6372
5389

20506
16718
13826
11455
9495
7846
6557

Table 3.1: Number of events per speed category with varying minimum time points
per CME event between January 1, 2000 to December 31, 2003, and January 1, 2012
to December 31, 2015

processing. We discuss these issues in more detail below. The null speed events
consisted of data from exactly 30 consecutive time points. Our decision of requiring
at least 6 minimum time points for the other events was motivated by a need to
have a larger number of fast speed CME event data than if a higher number of time
points was used as a threshold. Additionally, requiring a minimum of 6 time points
has an affect on generating similarly-sized inputs to the neural network which we
describe later. Table 3.1 shows the number of CME events that pass varying minimum
time points (i.e., images) per CME event thresholds. We chose a minimum of 6 time
points per CME event as it produced over 100 fast speed CME events, which we
thought would be the minimum. We determined 5 running difference images was
a suitable minimum number for our network to sufficiently learn, but we did not
repeat our testing for different values of minimum time points per CME due to limited
cloud-based computing (i.e., third-party virtual machines) resources.
We calibrated and corrected the raw FITS data before converting them into
images. Specifically, FITS files were downloaded from the SSC and calibrated with
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the following: vignetting correction, optical distortion correction, instrumental roll
correction, data type conversion and scaling, solar masking, circular masking (masking
the outer part of the image between the field of view limit and square border),
and subtracting the closest monthly background coronal model image to generate
a difference image. Similar to our preprocessing method in Section 3.1.1, a log10
transform was applied to reduce the impact of overly bright and dark regions. The
resulting image was resized from size 1024×1024 pixels to size 256×256 pixels, then
cropped down to size 236×236 pixels (around the center of the image) to reduce
the effect of empty corners in the image. An example of this is seen in part (a) of
Figure 3.13. Since the empty corners were present in all images, we aimed to reduce the
learned effect of these in our network. We did not repeat the experiment with different
amounts of crop to verify this hypothesis but acknowledge it as an issue for future
research. The cropped images were converted into video with lossless compression
to allow for easier management. Figure 3.12 illustrates video frames for three CME
events from the SEEDS LASCO COR2 catalog in two speed classes. Images progress
in time from left to right. The first and third row of images are from null speed CME
events and the second row of images are from slow speed CME events.
For several events, some images had undesirable qualities. These qualities were
improperly exposed images, images with missing data, and unusually noisy images.
The improperly exposed images contain no usable detail and typically appear as nearly
all-white or nearly all-black images. Images with missing data are typically indicated
by white linear stripes that stretch across the image. Unusually noisy images contain
severe salt-and-pepper noise, making it difficult to separate any defining features in
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Figure 3.12: Neural network input video frame data for three CME events.

the image from the background. In all three cases, the images contained features
which are independent to the CME speed classification, and are thus qualities which
we do not want the neural network to learn. Part of the input preparation workflow
involved manually checking each frame to ensure the CME events did not contain
these qualities. If a frame from a CME event contained these qualities, then the
entire event was removed from the dataset. Examples of these qualities are shown in
Figure 3.13.
One of the problems we mentioned earlier with CNNs was the need to generate
similarly-sized input. It was clear that the CME events were not the same duration
and enforcing a limit on the duration of the CME events would drastically reduce the
size of our dataset. To address this issue, we allowed for variable-length CME events
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(a) Improperly exposed

(b) Missing data

(c) Unusually noisy

Figure 3.13: Examples of neural network input images with undesirable qualities

but generated fixed-length inputs to our neural network from the events. For each
CME event, a moving window of 5 consecutive frames within the associated video file
was created as a unique input. Thus, if a video had 6 frames, then the CME event
produced 2 inputs, one with frames 1 through 5, and one with frames 2 through 6.
The longer a CME event, the more inputs it generates. Since all inputs to the network
need to be the same size, had we chosen data with a minimum of 4 or 5 time points,
we could only use a moving window of size 3 and 4, respectively. We felt that this
number of images was not sufficient for the neural network to accurately learn CME
speeds.
In addition, we applied two methods to further prevent imbalance in our dataset.
First, we randomly selected 3000 input (training) slow and null speed CME events
from our larger set of slow and null speed CME event data. As there are significantly
more slow and null speed events than fast or medium speed events, this step helped
add balance. Second, from the 3000 null speed CME events, we only considered for
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Bad events
Total events
Percentage of good events (%)
Percentage of total events (%)
Number of inputs
Percentage of total inputs (%)

Fast

Medium

Slow

Null

5
109
95.4
2.4
186
.58

29
1256
97.7
27.6
3567
11.22

45
19
2498 691
98.2
97.3
54.9
15.2
10779 17274
33.89 54.31

Table 3.2: CME event data for events between January 1, 2000 to December 31,
2003, and January 1, 2012 to December 31, 2015

the training those events with at least 30 consecutive data points. This helped to
reduce the number of generated inputs for null speed CME events as each null speed
CME event now generates 25 unique inputs. The CME speed distribution for the final
4554 events is shown in Table 3.2.
The last two lines in Table 3.2 emphasize the imbalance within our dataset.
Despite slow speed CME events being the most populace class of events (54.9% of all
events), null speed events for training in the considered time span have at least 29
frames (29 running difference images from 30 data points) and thus generate more
training inputs. The percentage of fast speed CME events drops from 2.4% to .58%
after the sliding window method described above to generate unique inputs. Our
solution to this imbalance was to achieve augmenting of fast speed CME event data
by rotating the videos in 90 degree increments, quadrupling the number of generated
fast speed inputs. This raised the percentage of total inputs that are fast speed CME
events from .58% to 2.3%. Since the original images already had a cropped aperture
view, we chose 90 degree intervals to generate data without interpolation.
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3.3.2

Neural Network Architecture Design
The neural network used in this thesis research was composed of three main

parts. First, a CNN was used for feature detection. Second, an RNN was used to
track the features over time identified by the CNN. Last, densely connected layers are
used for for classification output, followed by a dropout layer to prevent overfitting.
We tried several CNN models including VGGNet, ResNet, and Xception.
Block diagrams of the ResNet CNN and the VGG CNN processing schemes are
shown in Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15, respectively. Our neural network is constructed
by a series of layers and each box is a layer we used to build it. The arrows correspond
to the flow of data within the network and the numbers in parentheses correspond to
the dimensions of the data. The field marked by a “?” corresponds to the length of the
sliding window input, which this section of the neural network model does not know
beforehand.“Conv2D” is a 2D convolution layer (e.g., spatial convolution over images).
The “BatchNormalization” boxes corresponding to steps involving normalizing the
inputs in an attempt to maintain a mean close to 0 and a standard deviation close
to 1. “Activation” applies an activation function to an output. The “Add” boxes
correspond to steps involving combining a list of inputs together to create a larger
input. The “GlobalAveragePooling2D” box corresponds to a step involving a global
average pooling operation for 2D data. The “MaxPooling2D” box corresponds to a
step involving a max pooling operation for 2D data.
VGGNet is a CNN variant focused on fixed-size convolutional kernels. It layers
multiple small fixed-sized kernels after each other to emulate the effect of a larger
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convolutional kernel (which detects larger features in the spatial domain) with less
processing power.
ResNet is a CNN variant focused on solving the vanishing gradient problem
that is encountered when a neural network has a small gradient thats affects how
the weights of the model change. Sometimes the gradient becomes increasingly small,
preventing the neural network from benefiting from further training. ResNets solve
the vanishing gradient problem by allowing the gradients to skip parts of the network,
preventing them from being driven down to increasingly small values.
Xception is a CNN variant that implements a depth-wise separable convolution.
A depth-wise separable convolution is a spatial convolution performed independently
per image channel followed by a point-wise convolution performed between image
channels. Separating the convolutions for an image with multiple channels to produce a
2D and 1D convolution makes it is easier for the network to learn a 3D convolution [79].
A block diagram of an RNN with the dense layers is shown in Figure 3.16.
The time distributed(model) layer is a wrapper for the CNN block. The neural
network model in Figure 3.16 uses a ResNet block as the dimensions of the inputs,
and the outputs of the time distributed(model) layer match those in Figure 3.14.
The output dimensions of the final “Dense” layer is denoted as “(?,4)”, indicating
that this particular network configuration trains on all four CME speed categories.
The number of total parameters for our ResNet CNN-based and VGG CNNbased neural network are 30,276 and 4,776,772, respectively. Lowering the total
number of parameters was not a primary concern for this research, hence a large
number of parameters was not seen as a downside.
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Figure 3.14: ResNet CNN with two residual blocks and 5,056 total parameters
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Figure 3.15: VGG CNN with 4,688,064 total parameters
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input:

[(?, 5, 64, 64, 1)]

output:

[(?, 5, 64, 64, 1)]

time_distributed(model): TimeDistributed(Model)

lstm: LSTM

(?, 5, 64, 64, 1)
(?, 5, 16)

input:

(?, 5, 16)

output:

(?, 32)

dense: Dense

dropout: Dropout

dense_1: Dense

input:
output:

input:

(?, 32)

output:

(?, 512)

input:

(?, 512)

output:

(?, 512)

input:

(?, 512)

output:

(?, 4)

Figure 3.16: Dense layer RNN block diagram with LSTM and final output

We tried several RNN models, including long short term memory (LSTM) and
gated recurrent units (GRU), which we discuss in more detail in Section 4.5. We
also tried a bidirectional LSTM layer instead of a simple LSTM layer, however it
had a tendency to overfit the training data and thus provide lower accuracy on the
validation set. We also experimented with changing the number of neurons in the
densely connected layers and changing the number of densely connected layer with
some mixed success, but found that changing the CNN model had the most significant
affect on the final accuracy of the network.
In an attempt to learn of any underlying knowledge of the difference in CME
speed classification results, we looked at all possible CME speed combinations. For
each neural network configuration, we trained on 11 possible CME speed groupings.
One group is all 4 speed categories; 4 groups are all the possible combinations for three
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speed categories; and the other 6 groups are all the possible combinations for two speed
categories. We trained the network for 50 epochs as we determined empirically that
that it is long enough for the network to achieve stability. We also explored further
image scaling down from size 236×236 pixels to size 64×64 pixels and size 128×128
pixels to reduce memory usage and potentially allow us to increase the number of
inputs processed when increasing computing resources.

3.4

Approach Parameter and Sequencing Issues

In this section, we describe some experiences during developing our approaches.

3.4.1

CME Leading Front Detection Approach Issues
The largest limitation to the success of the CME leading front detection

algorithm was the inherent nature of CMEs to disperse and grow darker in images
over the course of an event. A thresholding algorithm which successfully identified a
leading front at the onset of an event did not necessarily translate to success towards
the end of an event. We tried several thresholding approaches, such as naı̈ve mean,
Otsu’s method, and Yen thresholding [80], as well as varying how we took the log10 of a
difference image (for example, log10 (A − B) vs log10 (A/B)). While Otsu’s method and
Yen thresholding sometimes produced images with a properly thresholded CME, they
were typically too aggressive with their thresholding value and failed more towards
the later stags of a CME when compared to the naı̈ve mean threshold.
In addition, we did not sample a diverse CME population, but rather we sampled
one with exceptionally distinct CME features. We did not consider simultaneous CME
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events or events for which identifying a leading front would be exceptionally difficult
(e.g., halo CMEs where the CME is directed towards the camera). We only considered
events where the CME was easily distinguishable from the background and had a
distinct structure.
Another limitation of our work is that if the algorithm incorrectly determined
the CME leading front early in the CME event, the likelihood of an overall success
of detecting the CME leading front was drastically reduced. Due to the algorithm’s
tendency to “trust” past CME leading front results, an early failure or an early
incorrectly fitted or incorrectly oriented curve would result in an overall failure.

3.4.2

Clustering Approach Issues
With no automated method to detect merged CMEs, determining merged CME

events required each potential event to be manually identified from the CORIMP
CME kinematic plots and then manually verified against a set of corresponding
coronagraph images. Most of the kinematic plots in the CORIMP CME catalog for
potentially merged CME events did not result in actual merged CMEs, slowing the
data acquisition process. While a large dataset would improve the robustness of the
clustering algorithm, it would have taken a prohibitively long amount of time to do so.
As mentioned earlier, the clustering approaches we explored required knowing
beforehand the number of CMEs in a merged event. This is difficult to determine
automatically as doing so would likely require the results of the clustering algorithm to
begin with. We note that while most merged CME events are 2 CMEs, very rarely will
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3 CMEs be merged into one event in the CORIMP CME catalog1 . We tried several
approaches to determine the optimal number to cluster such as dendrograms and the
elbow method, but resorted to manual methods as we determined that the automated
methods to determine cluster numbers were not consistently well-performing.

3.4.3

CME Speed Classification Approach Issues
It took roughly 12 hours to train and evaluate the 11 CME speed combinations.

We experimented with running the neural network on a cloud-based infrastructure,
such as Google Colaboratory or Google Compute Engine, to leverage the use of
high-end graphics processing units (GPUs) and GPU accelerators with some mixed
success.
The associated cost of renting high-end hardware and virtual machines for
training a neural network on 11 CME speed combinations was around $30 USD. In
addition, we had issues fully utilizing the GPUs, mainly due to the serial nature of
our data pipeline. We increased GPU usage by increasing the resolution of our images
from size 64×64 pixels to size 128×128 pixels as well as increasing the batch size.
However, increasing the batch size can introduce the potential of over-generalized
results.
The dataset was heavily biased against fast CME events, however this was due
to the innate rarity of fast events. One work-around we explored was to perform data
augmentation on just the fast CME events, however we recognize that generating
substantial additional data through only augmentation can lead to overfitting of the
1
http://alshamess.ifa.hawaii.edu/CORIMP/2000/03/18/cme_ims_orig_20000318_195353/
movie_C3.html
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network. Furthermore, we also limited fast speed CME event data augmentation
through strict 90 degree interval rotations.

3.5

Summary

This chapter described the methodologies and workflows for CME processing
for CME leading front detection, CME data clustering, and neural network-based
CME speed classification. We also discussed several approach issues encountered in
each solar processing area. Conclusions and areas of future work are discussed in the
following chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

This chapter presents (1) results from applying the CME leading front detection
scheme, (2) results from the clustering algorithm, and (3) results from classifying
CME speed using neural network-based approaches.

4.1

Hardware

For the experiments reported here, some computation was performed on Computer One, a MacBook Pro computer with a 2.6 GHz Core i5 CPU and 16 GB
of 1600 MHz DDR3 RAM with Intel Iris Graphics. Some other computation was
performed on Computer Two, a Windows desktop with a 4 GHz Core i5 CPU and
24 GB of 1600 MHz DDR3 RAM with an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 GPU. In
addition, Google Colaboratory and Google Compute Engine virtual machines, which
vary in architecture and speed but typically use either an NVIDIA V100 Tensor Core
GPU, NVIDIA T4 Tesla GPU, or an NVIDIA Tesla P100, were used to perform the
remaining computation.
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4.2

Image Formats and Calibration

All coronagraph images used in our experiments were downloaded from the
data archive at the Stereo Science Center1 (SSC) with both manual and automated
methods. The images were downloaded in the form of Flexible Image Transport
System (FITS) files, which include information about the satellite as well as the image
sensor. FITS is the standard data format used in astronomy and is endorsed by NASA
and the International Astronomical Union.
The FITS format images were calibrated using Interactive Data Language
(IDL)2 modules, including ones from SolarSoft, which we describe later. IDL is an
image-focused programming language that has seen extensive use within astronomy
and space science. One of IDL’s popular applications is in processing solar data. There
are many popular IDL-based libraries available, including the SolarSoft library3 . Some
capabilities of the SolarSoft library include spectral fitting, time series analysis, solar
limb fitting, and FITS file manipulation. To calibrate and correct files for use in our
CME leading front detection scheme, we processed the FITS files with secchi prep.
secchi prep is an procedure in SolarSoft designed to calibrate FITS files captured
from the SECCHI spacecraft. We use to it achieve the calibrations and corrections
mentioned previously in Section 3.1.1.
1

https://stereo-ssc.nascom.nasa.gov/data.shtml
https://www.harrisgeospatial.com/Software-Technology/IDL
3
https://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/solarsoft/
2
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4.3

CME Leading Front Detection Results

In order to test our leading front detection scheme, we used FITS format
STEREO A and STEREO B images of CME events. Talwinder Singh and Nikolai
Pogorelov of the Space Sciences unit at the University of Alabama in Huntsville [81]
provided the dates and times for 7 CME events with distinct CME features between
February 7, 2010 and August 7, 2010. The dates and times of these CME events
are indicated in Table 4.2 with a †. Separately, we identified 12 additional CME
events from 2012 to 2014 from the SOHO LASCO CME catalog. The dates and times
of these CME events are indicated in Table 4.2 without a †. The CME events we
identified were chosen for having a distinct CME in either the STEREO A or STEREO
B images. This was done to mimic the visually distinct CMEs in the events provided
by Singh and Pogorelov.
Thus, there were a total of 19 time spans of data used to test the CME leading
front detection scheme. There were a total of 598 images across these time spans,
resulting in 554 running difference images in all. The structure detection stage’s lens
artifact check eliminated 66 of these. The curve fitting stage eliminated an additional
104 images due to it producing no curve. Thus 384 images had curves fit in them and
were used to evaluate goodness of the fitting scheme.
To evaluate the quality of the CME leading front detection scheme, we used
a qualitative assessment by a human (the author). In this assessment, each of the
produced curves was evaluated as “Very Good”, “Good”, or “Bad”. The “Very Good”
classification corresponds to a fitted curve that is very close in position and shape to
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the CME leading front. The “Good” classification corresponds to a fitted curve that
generally follows the shape of the CME leading front but is not positioned directly on
(there may be some parts of the curve within 10 pixels, but most of the curve is more
than 10 pixels from the leading front) the CME leading front. The “Bad” classification
corresponds to a fitted curve that does not roughly match the CME leading front.
An example of the difference between a “Good” and “Very Good” result is
shown in Figure 4.1 for two filtered difference images for two CME events. The images
are a STEREO B difference image for May 24, 2010 16:39 UT to May 24, 2010 16:54
UT and a STEREO A difference image for February 7, 2010 4:24 UT to February 7,
2010 4:39 UT. The images were preprocessed using the CME leading front detection
preprocessing workflow, as described in Figure 3.1, up to and including Step 7. The
May image and result are shown in the left column. The February image and result
are shown in the right column. To provide a better view of the CME details, the
images as shown here were not resized to the smaller resolution, however the curve
detection did act after all downstream processing steps; curve-fitting here is based
on resized images. The final fitted curves are overlaid in red on the lower images.
Figure 4.1(a) and Figure 4.1(b) present the processed running difference images for
the two CME events. Figure 4.1(c) and Figure 4.1(d) show the fitted curves produced
from the CME leading front detection scheme for the images in Figure 4.1(a) and
Figure 4.1(b), respectively, plotted as red overlays on the images. Figure 4.1(c) shows
the “Good” result and Figure 4.1(d) shows the “Very Good” result. In Figure 4.1(c),
there is a small gap between the fitted curve and the CME leading front but the curve
generally follows the shape of the leading front. Near the bottom of the curve, the gap
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between the CME leading front and the curve is larger. In Figure 4.1(d), the curve
coincides closely with the CME leading front and captures the entire extent of the
leading front. While the top part of that curve does not coincide quite as closely to
the CME leading front, the remainder of the curve does. For the images shown in
both Figure 4.1(c) and Figure 4.1(d), the success of the scheme is likely due mostly to
the presence of a bright CME feature that is easily separated from the background.
The CME events used in the experiments here do not have a start or end time
defined by a CME catalog. By including the experiments images at the time points
just prior to the CME leading front moving out of the field of view, we were able to
test our scheme’s capabilities to track an extremely dim CME leading front in time
after a bright CME leading front. It should be noted that this had the side effect of
increasing the number of images eliminated by the structure detection phase for not
producing a fitted curve.
The scheme does not produce a fitted curve for every input image, and in the
remainder of this section, we use the term “Rejected” to indicate an image that the
scheme has eliminated due to being trapped as part of the structure detection phase
of the CME leading front detection workflow. For such images, no fitted curve was
produced due to the last fitted curve (in the previous running difference images) being
located more than 80% of the distance from the center to the edge of the field of view,
which is a potentially unreliable fitted curve. In the remainder of this section we use
the term “Discarded” to indicate that the scheme has eliminated an image as part of
the lens artifact detection phase of the CME leading front detection workflow. For
such an image, the increase in the number of bright pixels compared to a previous
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May 24, 2010 16:39 to 16:54 - STEREO B

February 7, 2010 04:24 to 04:39 - STEREO A

(a) May 24, 2010 CME event

(b) February 7, 2010 CME event

May 24, 2010 16:39 to 16:54 - STEREO B

February 7, 2010 04:24 to 04:39 - STEREO A

(c) “Good” Result

(d) “Very Good” Result

Figure 4.1: Comparison of “Good” and “Very Good” fitted curves

time point’s bright pixels image exceeded a threshold, which is often a signal of the
presence of a lens artifact.
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Result

Count

Very Good
Good
Bad
Rejected
Discarded

Percentage Percentage
of Total (%) of Fits (%)

56
103
225
104
66

10.10
18.59
40.61
18.77
11.91

14.58
26.82
58.59

Table 4.1: Percentage of results for CME leading front detection

A summary of the results are shown in Table 4.1. In Table 4.1, the “Percentage
of Total” column expresses the percentage of results from the entire input dataset.
The “Percentage of Fits” column expresses the results considering only images which
survived the curve fitting process.
The scheme’s results for all CME events are shown in a graphical form in
Table 4.2. The results are color-coded to help distinguish them from one another.
The “V”, “G”, “B”, “R”, and “D” labels correspond to “Very Good”, “Good”, “Bad”,
“Rejected”, and “Discarded” images, respectively. A summarizing assessment of the
CME leading front determination for the subset of the dataset that includes only
images for which a fitted curve was produced is shown in Table 4.3.
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Event
02/07/2010
02/07/2010
02/08/2010
02/08/2010
02/12/2010
02/12/2010
04/03/2010
04/03/2010
05/08/2010
05/08/2010
05/24/2010
05/24/2010
08/07/2010
08/07/2010
03/03/2012
03/03/2012
07/28/2012
07/28/2012
11/10/2012
11/10/2012
01/07/2013
01/07/2013
02/12/2013
02/12/2013
04/05/2013
04/05/2013
04/21/2013
04/21/2013
10/05/2013
10/05/2013
11/07/2013
11/07/2013
01/25/2014
01/25/2014
02/09/2014
02/09/2014
02/19/2014
02/18/2014
03/09/2014
03/09/2014
03/22/2014
03/22/2014
06/05/2014
06/05/2014

02:54
03:24
04:24
06:24
07:24
11:54
09:24
09:54
05:39
05:24
03:54
14:24
18:24
18:39
18:24
18:24
20:54
20:54
04:54
05:24
04:24
07:54
22:54
22:54
06:24
07:39
15:54
15:54
06:39
07:24
00:24
00:24
09:54
08:25
15:54
16:24
00:24
22:39
09:54
11:24
06:54
07:54
14:54
14:24

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

07:39† (A)
06:54† (B)
08:54† (A)
11:39† (B)
10:39† (A)
14:24† (B)
13:39† (A)
13:39† (B)
08:24† (A)
08:54† (B)
08:24† (A)
18:24† (B)
21:24† (A)
21:54† (B)
21:54 (A)
22:24 (B)
00:54 (A)
00:54 (B)
07:54 (A)
07:39 (B)
08:54 (A)
16:54 (B)
01:54 (A)
01:54 (B)
12:24 (A)
11:39 (B)
18:54 (A)
18:39 (B)
09:54 (A)
09:54 (B)
02:54 (A)
02:54 (B)
12:54 (A)
17:55 (B)
18:24 (A)
08:54 (B)
04:54 (A)
01:39 (B)
16:54 (A)
17:24 (B)
14:54 (A)
14:54 (B)
18:24 (A)
18:24 (B)

G
G
G
B
G
G
B
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
B
B
G
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
G
V
B
B
V
V
B
B
B
B
B
G
B
B
B
B
B
B

V
V
B
B
G
G
B
V
D
D
D
V
G
D
B
B
D
D
B
G
B
B
B
D
B
B
G
V
D
B
G
B
B
B
B
D
B
D
B
B
B
B
B
B

V
V
D
B
V
V
G
V
D
D
D
G
B
D
D
G
D
D
G
G
B
B
G
D
G
B
V
G
D
B
B
B
B
B
B
D
B
D
G
B
G
B
B
B

V
V
D
G
G
G
V
V
G
G
G
V
B
G
D
G
G
V
V
G
B
B
R
B
G
B
V
G
G
B
R
R
B
B
B
G
B
B
G
B
G
B
B
R

V
G
G
G
B
G
V
V
G
G
V
V
B
B
V
R
V
G
G
B
B
B
R
B
G
D
V
G
B
G
R
R
B
B
B
B
B
B
G
B
G
B
B
R

V
G
V
G
B
B
R
V
B
G
V
V
B
B
V
R
V
G
G
B
B
B
R
B
G
D
G
G
G
B

V
R
V
G
B
G
R
R
B
G
V
V
B
B
V
R
G
G
R
R
B
B

B
B
B
B
B
B
G
B
G
B
B
R

B
B
R
B
B
B
G
B
G
B
B
R

B
G
V
B
R
R
G

V

G G R

V
G
B
R
R
R
D
G
G
G
R
B
G
R
B
B
R

V
B
B
R
R
R
D
R
G
V
R
R
G
R
B
R
R

V
B
R
R
R
R

V
B
R
R
R
R

V
B
D
D
D
R

B
B
D

D
B
D

D
B
R

B
B
R

B
B
R

D
D

D
D

D
D

D
D

D D D
D D D

R R
G R
R R

R
D

D
D

D

D

D

D

D

D

R
R
R
B
R

D
R
R
B
R

B
B
R

B
B

B

B
R

G B
B B

G G G G
B B B B

G G G B
B B B B

B
B

G
G
B
R
R
G

R
V
R
D
R
B

R R
G V
R R
D
R
R

R
V
R

V

V

V

R

R

D

B
B

B
B

B
B

B
B

B
B

B
B

B
B

B
B

B
B

B
B

B
B

B
B
G
B
B
B
R
R

R
B
B
B
B
B
R
R

B
B
B
B
B
R
R

B
R
B
B
B
D

D
R
B
B
B
D

D
R
B
R
R
R

B
R
B
R
R
R

B
R

B
R

R

R

R

B
B

Table 4.2: Classification of results for CME leading front detection scheme
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B

R

Event
02/07/2010
02/07/2010
02/08/2010
02/08/2010
02/12/2010
02/12/2010
04/03/2010
04/03/2010
05/08/2010
05/08/2010
05/24/2010
05/24/2010
08/07/2010
08/07/2010
03/03/2012
03/03/2012
07/28/2012
07/28/2012
11/10/2012
11/10/2012
01/07/2013
02/12/2013
02/12/2013
04/05/2013
04/05/2013
04/21/2013
04/21/2013
10/05/2013
10/05/2013
11/07/2013
11/07/2013
01/25/2014
02/09/2014
02/09/2014
02/19/2014
02/18/2014
03/09/2014
03/09/2014
03/22/2014
03/22/2014
06/05/2014
06/05/2014

02:54
03:24
04:24
06:24
07:24
11:54
09:24
09:54
05:39
05:24
03:54
14:24
18:24
18:39
18:24
18:24
20:54
20:54
04:54
05:24
04:24
22:54
22:54
06:24
07:39
15:54
15:54
06:39
07:24
00:24
00:24
09:54
15:54
16:24
00:24
22:39
09:54
11:24
06:54
07:54
14:54
14:24

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

07:39
06:54
08:54
11:39
10:39
14:24
13:39
13:39
08:24
08:54
08:24
18:24
21:24
21:54
21:54
22:24
00:54
00:54
07:54
07:39
08:54
01:54
01:54
12:24
11:39
18:54
18:39
09:54
09:54
02:54
02:54
12:54
18:24
08:54
04:54
01:39
16:54
17:24
14:54
14:54
18:24
18:24

(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)

Very Good

Good

Failure

7
3
7
0
1
1
2
5
0
0
3
6
0
0
3
0
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
7
3
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
3
2
5
3
5
1
1
3
6
5
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
8
1
0
6
2
3
4
2
3
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
6
0
5
0
0
0

0
0
8
14
5
1
2
0
2
0
0
0
5
4
2
2
5
2
2
3
10
2
5
2
4
2
0
2
6
1
2
19
6
4
8
11
4
14
7
12
7
3

Table 4.3: Classification of results for CME leading front detection scheme omitting
discarded and rejected images
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4.4

Clustering Results

In order to test our clustering algorithm, we manually identified potential
merged CME events from Savitsky-Golay [78] filtered kinematic data in the CORIMP
CME catalog. Potentially merged CME events were manually cross-checked against
the SOHO LASCO CME catalog to verify the presence of multiple CMEs in merged
CME events in the CORIMP CME catalog. The clustering workflow then reduced
this Savitsky-Golay filtered kinematic data to remove all the data except the data
where for each angle around the Sun, height monotonically increases over time. These
data points are henceforth referred to as “reduced data”.
We implemented an agglomerative clustering algorithm from the scikit-learn
Python library using a Euclidean distance metric and average linkage criteria to cluster
the reduced data. A Euclidean distance metric was used to compute the straight line
distance between intra-cluster data points. An average linkage criteria was used to
compute the average distance of data points within a cluster to data points in other
clusters.
In order to determine how well the clustering algorithm performed on events
predetermined to have multiple CMEs, we looked at a merged CME event from the
CORIMP catalog with two CMEs well-separated in angle. To make this determination,
we considered plots presenting the how well the clustering algorithm clustered two CME
features as well as plots of the reduced data, color-coded to match the clusters from the
clustering algorithm result. By color-coding the clusters produced by the clustering
algorithm, the reduced data corresponding to the clusters is visually separated. We
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Agglomerative Clustering
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Figure 4.2: Successful clustering for March 14, 2000 CME, 21:50 UT to March 16,
2000 4:41 UT

limited our clustering algorithm to only cluster two features as any easily separable
clusters from a higher number of features can always be projected to two features.
Example clustering results for the March 14, 2000 CME event are shown in
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. Figure 4.2 shows two plots, one showing the normalized
CME features which the clustering algorithm attempts to separate, and the other
the reduced dataset. In the left subfigure of Figure 4.2, angle and height from each
data point in the reduced dataset is normalized to a range of [0,1] prior to clustering.
The clusters produced by the agglomerative clustering algorithm are indicated by two
separate colors. There are two well-separated clusters corresponding to the separate
CMEs. The right subfigure of Figure 4.2 shows the reduced dataset for the event.
In the right subfigure, colors matching the left subfigure are used, with the colors
corresponding to the clustered data points from the left subfigure.
Figure 4.3 shows two plots in different forms, one showing the normalized CME
features that the clustering algorithm attempts to separate, and the other the reduced
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dataset. Specifically, the left subfigure of Figure 4.3 shows velocity and average time
as calculated from the reduced dataset and normalized to a range of [0,1] prior to
clustering. Velocity and average time were chosen as the CME features to cluster to
match the CME features identified and clustered by Byrne [6]. Velocity and average
time were calculated using the same method as Byrne [6].
As part of the clustering workflow, velocity is calculated by fitting a line to
the height of each reduced dataset data point at each position angle that the merged
CMEs span. Average time is calculated from averaging the times of all the data points
used in calculating the velocity at each position angle that the merged CMEs span.
The clusters produced by the agglomerative clustering algorithm are indicated by
two separate colors. Compared to the results in Figure 4.2, the CME features shown
in Figure 4.3 do not form obvious groupings. It should be noted that there is less
clustered data in Figure 4.3 as velocity is calculated from multiple measurements of
height. As is shown in Figure 4.2, the right subfigure of Figure 4.3 shows the reduced
dataset for the event. In the right subfigure, colors matching the left subfigure are
used, with the colors corresponding to the clustered data points from the left subfigure.
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 present some of the challenges when clustering CME
features to separate CMEs in a merged CME event. An obvious clustering result
such as the left subfigure in Figure 4.2 identifies the CMEs to be separated. However,
without an obvious clustering result, such as the left subfigure in Figure 4.3, it is
difficult to separate the CMEs. There are many combinations of CME features for
the clustering algorithm to cluster. For example, height, angle, time, velocity, average
time, mass, and acceleration are possibilities. When considering all combinations of
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Figure 4.3: Unsuccessful clustering for March 14, 2000 CME, 21:50 UT to March 16,
2000 4:41 UT

these CME features, if the clustering algorithm produces results similar to those in
the left subfigure of Figure 4.3, there is not an easy way to separate multiple CMEs
in an event for which multiple CMEs are present.
In addition to the March 14, 2000 CME event, we applied the clustering
algorithm to the March 11, 2000 05:49 UT CME event, the March 15, 15:50 UT CME
event, and the March 22, 2000 03:04 UT CME event. The results of the clustering
algorithm for these three events are not shown, and in Section 5.2 we discuss why the
tests were not more extensive.
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4.5

Neural Network-Based CME Speed Classification Results

In order to test our neural network’s capabilities to classify CME speeds from
solar coronagraph images, first we gathered a list of CME events, then we narrowed
down the list to only include CME events with qualities we want, and finally we
generated inputs from the events and fed them into the neural network. We tracked
the accuracy of the neural network model over time and used the largest accuracy
rating as the performance metric for our neural network.
To train our network, we considered CME events from the SEEDS LASCO
COR2 catalog. We chose this catalog in particular for its wide temporal range of
CME events (1996 to 2020). By restricting the temporal range of the CME events
to only include those within a certain term of a solar cycle (i.e., solar maximum or
solar minimum), we aimed to compare our results to those of a different term of a
solar cycle. To accomplish this, we only considered CME events within 2 years of
solar maximum for Solar Cycles 23 and 24. The time ranges for these two windows
were January 1, 2000 to December 31, 2003, and January 1, 2012 to December 31,
2015. Solar Cycles 23 and 24 were selected as they were the only solar cycles in the
CME catalog for which data was available. Since the oldest available COR2 FITS
files for the LASCO imager are from December 1995 and the oldest available COR2
FITS files for the SECCHI imager are from November 2006, we used FITS files from
the LASCO imager.
Once we narrowed down the time range of the CME events, our next step
was to make sure there were enough time points for sufficient learning of the neural
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network. We discarded CME events with less than 6 time points. The remaining
CME events were separated into four speed categories: fast, medium, slow, and null,
depending on the reported CME speed from the SEEDS CME catalog. In order to
prevent the number of slow and null speed CME events from further imbalancing our
dataset, we reduced their number. First, we limited the number of slow and null speed
events to 3000 each. Using this threshold prevents the number of inputs generated
from downstream processing to further imbalance the dataset. Next, we excluded
any null speed CME events with less than 30 consecutive time points of data. This
number was selected on an ad hoc basis, however the number of inputs generated from
downstream processing based on this restriction did not serve to further imbalance
our dataset significantly.
Once we determined the CME events for training and testing, we used SunPy,
an open-source Python library for solar data analysis, to automate the download
process. We used SunPy to query the virtual solar observatory (VSO) and downloaded
raw, uncalibrated FITS files between the start and end times for the CME events in
our dataset. While calibrated FITS files sometimes existed for the time ranges we were
interested in, they were not always available. In order to have consistent processing of
the FITS files, we only considered acquiring uncalibrated FITS files since only some
FITS files could be downloaded as pre-calibrated and pre-corrected. The FITS files were
calibrated using the reduce level 1 procedure in SolarSoft. reduce level 1 applied
the following calibrations and corrections: vignetting correction, optical distortion
correction, instrumental roll correction, and data type conversion and scaling. Once
the FITS files were calibrated, running difference images were generated within each
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batch of FITS files for each CME event. The difference images were masked to remove
the Sun and the parts of the image that exceeded the camera’s field of view. A log10
transform was then applied to each difference image to reduce the effect of overly
bright and dark regions. The images were next scaled between 1×10−12 and 1×10−10
to enhance the visibility of CME features. The image was then resized from size
1024×1024 pixels to size 256×256 pixels in order to reduce memory usage during
the network training process. Images were scaled to a data range of [0,28 ] to allow
for easier viewing on 8-bit monitors. Images were cropped from size 256×256 pixels
to size 236x236 pixels before being saved as lossless compression portable network
graphics (PNG) images. Images with missing data, exceptionally noisy data, or poorly
scaled data resulted in the entire CME event the image was part of being removed
from the dataset.
These PNG images were then converted into lossless compression videos to aid
in downstream processing. In each CME event video, a sliding window of 5 frames was
used to generate a unique input. For example, if a CME event contained a video with
6 frames, two inputs were generated, one from frames 1 to 5, and one from frames 2 to
6. One method to address the issue of data imbalance within our dataset against fast
speed CME events was through the use of data augmentation specifically for the fast
speed CME events. Augmentation was as follows: Videos for fast speed CME events
were rotated in 90 degree increments up to 360 degrees, which resulted in quadrupling
the amount of fast speed CME event data. Initially, our neural networks did not
include this augmented dataset, but later we implemented it when focusing on ResNet
CNN-based neural networks.
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Once the inputs for all CME events were generated, we fed them into the
neural network. Tensorflow was used to train the neural network for 50 epochs, while
also recording the training accuracy, training loss, validation accuracy, and validation
loss. Tensorflow is an open-source machine learning platform that includes support
for Keras, a high-level API that we also used to build the neural network model and
manage the inputs to the network. We split the data into two-thirds training and
one-thirds validation for each speed category. This was to ensure equal representation
of CME speed categories between the training and validation dataset.
The structure of our main neural network approach can be loosely defined
as follows: images were fed into a CNN that tracks CME features, followed by an
RNN that tracks those features in time, finished with a set of fully connected output
classification layers that predict the CME speed classification.
The three main types of CNNs we used for feature tracking were VGG, Xception,
and ResNet. We chose these CNNs in particular due to their popularity within the
deep learning community as well as being relatively straightforward to implement.
The RNNs we explored included LSTM, GRU, and Bidirectional LSTM. LSTMs
are an improvement over the standard RNN models since they can remember further
back in time. GRUs are similar to LSTMs but consist of a simplified structure, enabling
them to be computationally more efficient at the expense of lower performance. In
general, LSTM RNNs remember further back in time than GRU RNNs and produce
more accurate output. Bidirectional LSTMs are two LSTMs that train both forward
and backwards in time, increasing the amount of input information available to the
network.
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The fully connected output classification layers were typically a densely connected layer (dense layer) with 512, 1024, or 2048 neurons, followed by a dropout
layer to help prevent overfitting, followed by a dense layer with a number of neurons
corresponding to the number of speed categories used for input.
While training our neural networks, we adjusted several network architecture
parameters and input data parameters in an attempt to produce improved results.
These parameter changes can be seen in parentheses in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5. Some
of the parameters we changed included the number of neurons in layers, the addition
or subtraction of layers, the learning rate (LR) of the network, and the input size
of the data. Unless otherwise stated, all neural network configurations used images
of size 64×64 pixels, 512 neurons in the dense layer, 32 neurons in the LSTM layer,
and a learning rate of .01. We varied the number of neurons in the dense layer in
the output classification layers to determine if there was a notable change in the
results. Our hope was that more neurons in the dense layers would correspond to
increased knowledge transfer from the RNN outputs. Entries noted with a “Dense
1024” or “Dense 2048” indicate that the dense layer prior to the dropout layer in
the output classification portion of the neural network had 1024 and 2048 neurons,
respectively. We also tested multiple dense layers instead of a single dense layer
to determine if the dense layers were a bottleneck for our neural network accuracy.
The architecture labeled as “Tiered dense” is the report for the network that has
multiple dense layers in the output classification layers prior to the dropout layer.
We also tested adding additional batch normalization layers within the CNN in an
attempt to further reduce the effect of internal covariate shift, or the randomness on
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the distribution of inputs. “More BN” indicates additional batch normalization layers.
Typically, a batch normalization layer follows every two 2D convolutional layers in
the VGG CNN to normalize the inputs. However, in the “More BN” network, a batch
normalization layer is placed after each 2D convolutional layer, doubling the total
number of batch normalization layers. We also tested using a larger input image size
to determine if the neural network had better performance when looking at smaller
details. “128×128” indicates an image size of size 128×128 pixels. We also tested
increasing the neurons in the LSTM layer to determine if more memory cells for the
LSTM resulted in improved memory retention between input images. The architecture
labeled as “LSTM 64” is the report for the network that has 64 neurons in the LSTM
layer. Additionally, we tested a Bidirectional LSTM to determine if additional time
information improved CME speed predictions. The architecture labeled as “Bi-LSTM”
is the report for the network with a Bidirectional LSTM.
As mentioned earlier, the neural network generates accuracies and losses of the
training and validation datasets at the end of every epoch. Within the scope of neural
networks, accuracy is defined as the neural network’s percentage of correctly predicted
results of the validation dataset. Within the scope of neural networks, loss is defined
as the summation of errors made within the neural network. A well-performing neural
network will have a steadily increasing accuracy percentage along with a steadily
decreasing loss value over time. To evaluate our network, we considered the validation
accuracy as our performance metric. At the end of each epoch, the neural network
predicted the CME speed classifications for the validation dataset and calculated the
percentage of correct predictions as the validation accuracy.
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Results for our neural networks are split into two tables. Table 4.4 shows
results for VGG, Xception, and ResNet-based CNNs on the dataset without fast speed
CME event data augmentation. Table 4.5 shows results for only ResNet-based CNNs
and includes results with the dataset with fast speed CME event data augmentation,
indicated with a double dagger (‡). From our results reported in Table 4.4, it can be
noticed that ResNet-based CNNs nearly always outperform VGG and Xception CNNbased neural networks. To further explore the results of ResNet CNN-based neural
networks, we considered additional ResNet CNN-based neural network configurations,
and such results are included in Table 4.5. A dagger is indicated next to the VGG-13
entries in Table 4.4 to indicate that results for networks that do not use a standard
VGG-13 CNN but rather use a modified one with less layers. VGG-24 corresponds to
a VGG CNN with 24 weight layers. The column headers with two, three, and four
letters correspond to the CME speed categories used when training and evaluating
the network: F, M, S, and N correspond to fast, medium, slow, and null-speed CME
events respectively. For example, the column indicated with “FMS” lists results for
the neural network trained on fast, medium, and slow speed CME events. For each
neural network classification spot in the table, there are two numbers: the top number
reports the largest recorded value for the training accuracy and the bottom number
reports the largest recorded value for the validation accuracy. Both accuracies are
computed over the 50 epoch training length. For each CME speed category, the largest
validation accuracy is indicated in bold red and the second-largest validation accuracy
is indicated in blue.
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Key Network
Architecture

FMSN

FMS

FMN

MSN

FSN

FM

FS

FN

MS

MN

SN

VGG-13‡

81.72
77.67

75.51
73.60

82.17
82.20

54.45
55.08

61.35
60.93

95.09
95.27

98.23
98.49

98.98
98.87

75.40
75.99

98.20
93.24

84.52
80.25

VGG-24

95.75
76.17

74.17
74.50

98.31
90.24

93.28
72.78

99.78
74.75

95.15
95.31

98.25
98.48

99.18
99.20

75.81
75.56

99.61
88.80

99.51
82.46

VGG-24
(Dense 1024,
128×128)

88.69
72.22

74.04
74.43

97.85
91.09

54.38
55.15

99.18
86.11

94.99
95.23

98.33
98.28

98.90
99.00

75.83
73.62

82.47
83.73

99.89
81.84

VGG-24
(128×128)

88.15
71.04

74.12
74.47

92.28
87.50

89.49
82.04

98.01
92.97

95.25
95.19

98.36
98.26

98.98
98.84

75.02
75.25

83.36
82.67

96.44
82.53

VGG-13‡
(Dense 1024)

98.24
74.27

76.38
75.31

93.28
93.08

90.73
76.83

80.84
78.96

95.13
95.27

98.32
98.35

98.89
99.07

74.75
76.08

83.61
84.13

93.28
84.98

VGG-13‡
(Dense 2048)

93.24
74.87

74.44
73.81

98.84
93.16

98.30
74.06

99.26
84.59

94.86
95.64

98.23
98.52

98.90
99.06

75.75
74.94

90.34
91.15

68.52
66.40

VGG-13‡
(More BN)

62.85
68.61

74.08
74.39

82.22
82.04

54.55
54.77

81.58
82.83

95.07
95.07

98.35
98.21

98.91
98.97

75.31
74.79

82.91
82.86

61.40
61.98

VGG-13‡
(Tiered dense)

59.41
53.88

74.24
74.11

83.76
87.33

86.99
79.34

87.22
79.61

94.76
95.51

98.33
98.24

98.03
98.94

75.39
74.59

99.01
91.33

69.60
62.69

VGG-13‡
(Dense 2048,
LSTM 64)

71.88
66.42

73.97
74.82

82.12
82.25

54.20
55.53

98.81
82.72

94.94
95.23

98.30
98.30

98.91
98.97

75.06
75.34

98.64
93.44

97.49
88.15

Xception

64.20
63.24

73.95
74.73

84.33
86.49

64.37
66.33

82.28
76.16

95.99
94.18

98.33
98.37

99.37
99.00

76.62
74.73

86.08
84.78

99.98
76.90

ResNet

91.98
78.37

79.35
74.50

99.04
85.51

91.77
78.81

99.69
88.86

94.99
95.56

98.41
98.31

99.60
99.23

79.14
76.39

99.67
88.45

99.98
90.90

ResNet
(LR=.001)

88.89
81.99

77.54
76.97

98.38
94.86

90.18
83.19

98.68
90.61

95.45
94.41

98.51
98.28

99.60
99.76

78.44
76.97

99.86
95.49

99.63
91.49

ResNet-50

92.61
78.06

76.78
74.69

99.14
84.42

92.08
74.12

99.42
77.66

95.21
94.59

98.31
98.55

99.01
98.80

77.73
76.09

99.96
89.56

99.94
75.94

Table 4.4: Results of neural network-based CME speed classification

4.6

Analysis

In the following section we review key points of our results, followed by a
summary.

4.6.1

Analysis of CME Leading Front Detection Results
A key component to the success of the CME leading front detection scheme was

the development of the mask. One of the parameter values we empirically determined
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Key Network
Architecture

FMSN

FMS

FMN

MSN

FSN

FM

FS

FN

MS

MN

SN

ResNet

91.98
78.37

79.35
74.50

99.04
85.51

91.77
78.81

99.69
88.86

94.99
95.56

98.41
98.31

99.60
99.23

79.14
76.39

99.67
88.45

99.98
90.90

ResNet
(Bi-LSTM)

92.26
77.99

76.67
76.85

99.51
88.23

93.48
68.71

99.80
88.14

95.33
95.27

98.33
98.34

99.54
99.20

78.45
76.29

99.86
88.32

100
89.42

ResNet
(LR=.001)

88.89
81.99

77.54
76.97

98.38
94.86

90.18
83.19

98.68
90.61

95.45
94.41

98.51
98.28

99.60
99.76

78.44
76.97

99.86
95.49

99.63
91.49

ResNet†

91.06
78.29

75.15
73.85

98.78
90.74

92.38
79.22

99.19
86.81

88.31
85.76

97.72
96.82

99.98
96.88

79.40
76.50

99.96
87.46

99.96
89.15

ResNet†

87.89
80.76

77.23
74.20

97.01
94.24

90.43
84.18

98.40
90.53

85.87
87.64

96.07
95.16

99.83
98.97

79.89
76.11

99.48
93.68

99.90
92.38

ResNet†

90.91
77.30

75.18
72.99

97.99
90.67

92.02
76.92

99.32
87.38

91.89
84.17

97.28
95.34

99.73
97.03

78.19
77.11

100.0
94.70

99.99
86.63

ResNet†

91.00
78.96

77.29
71.74

98.89
89.87

92.76
75.93

98.98
86.52

87.57
85.94

96.49
95.43

99.88
96.76

77.80
76.70

99.91
89.89

100.0
87.38

Table 4.5: Results of ResNet-focused neural network-based CME speed classification

was the number of height increments used in constructing the mask on our polartransformed image. Lowering this value allowed for larger sections of the coronagraph
image to be analyzed but meant that each grid section of the mask encompassed more
radial distance. Since the curve-fitting algorithm only fits to the candidate leading
front pixels of the mask, adding height to each mask grid section increases the number
of potential locations within the mask for the true CME leading front. This in turn
lowers the potential accuracy of the fitted curve to the actual CME leading front.
At its extreme, increasing the number of height increments in the polar-transformed
image could lessen the concept of a mask as the fitted curve could then be fit to
individual pixels. Our use of the masking strategy aimed at capturing more faint
details of a leading front. However, this mask technique only mitigated the effects of
dim CME leading front features and did not address the root issue of why the features
were dim to begin with.
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One of the metrics we used to evaluate the success of the CME leading front
detection scheme was the distance of the fitted curve to the brightest pixels in the
image (since the CME leading front is typically bright, using such a metric would be
reasonable, however the CME leading front is not always bright). While this metric
worked well for the images at the CME onset, for images from later in a CME’s life,
the brightest pixels were often at the CME core, which resulted in the metric being
calculated from the wrong part of the CME.
An alternate metric we considered using was the distance from the GCS model’s
leading front to the fitted curve. The GCS model is one that can be used in three
dimensional reconstruction of CME shape [56]. As an idealized model of a CME,
if the GCS model is fitted to the shape of a CME, the front of the outer shell of
the GCS model will, ideally anyway, approximate the location of a CME leading
front. However, using a GCS-based model would require a human to orient, scale,
and position the model in the image. It may be difficult to orient the GCS model
in SOHO images as SOHO only provides one view of the Sun, rather than the two
views with images generated from STEREO A and STEREO B. Another problem
with using a GCS-based metric is the outer shell of a properly placed GCS model
may sometimes not coincide with the apparent CME leading front in the image. Yet
another metric could be the distance between a manually identified CME leading
front in the coronagraph images and the curve fitted from our CME leading front
detection algorithm. However, both of these metrics would require manual effort that
would be time-consuming and thus difficult to apply to a large set of data. Thus, the
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thesis research conducted here used a qualitative evaluation as it proved to effectively
classify the results of the curve fitting algorithm.
The lens artifact detection check had a tendency to remove valid, usable images.
The only images with lens artifacts were the second and third difference images in
the May 24, 2010 STEREO A CME event and the 14th and 15th difference images in
the February 8, 2010 STEREO A CME event. Out of 66 difference images that the
lens detection check discarded, only 4 contained real lens artifacts, producing a true
detection rate of around 6%. Considering only images that have the potential for a
fitted curve (i.e., not counting discarded images after rejected images), the detection
rate is around 11%. It may be the case where the lens artifact detection check could
be reducing the overall success rate of the CME leading front detection scheme by
removing images which would otherwise be considered usable.

4.6.2

Analysis of CME Data Clustering Results
Our main goal for the data clustering part of the research was to determine a

clustering algorithm to reliably cluster CME event data in merged CME events. Our
agglomerative hierarchical approach successfully clustered some CME event data that
a k-means clustering algorithm had difficulty clustering. While it was relatively simple
to separate CMEs that formed distinct clusters in time, position angle, or speed, most
CME event data was not separated in such a way.
Without a method to generate a baseline clustering result, we relied on manual
methods to verify whether the clustering algorithm successfully separated CMEs. The
success of manual verification methods depend on the presence of visually distinct
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clusters. If the clustering algorithm does not produce a distinct and clear clustering
result, such as the result in Figure 4.2, it is difficult to determine what the “correct”
clustering result should be. In the right subfigures of both Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3,
there are two diagonal groups starting from the bottom and extending to the top
right. The bottoms of these two groups is roughly March 15 11:00 and March 15 21:00.
These two clusters were our first guess at what the clustering algorithm would consider
separate CME events. However, the outputs of the clustering algorithm applied to
our trial data suggest that visually distinct shapes in the time-height plot of the CME
event do not necessarily identify the separate CME events.

4.6.3

Analysis of Neural Network-Based CME Speed Classification Results
The results produced in both Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 were calculated from

individual runs and not averaged between a batch of runs. This was done to reduce
the overall time to produce results and determine a rough estimate on which neural
network designs worked best. In order to determine what the results of a batch of
runs looks like, we ran the neural network multiple times on different sets of data
within the same CME speed classification grouping. Validation accuracies of these
batch runs are shown in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.4 presents validation accuracies for 5
runs with (a) a ResNet CNN-based neural network and (b) an Xception CNN-based
neural network. Each color in the subfigures in Figure 4.4 represents a validation
accuracy curve from a neural network training run. Validation accuracies at the
end of the training period for the ResNet CNN-based neural network are precise,
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producing a range of validation accuracies between 81% and 84% when looking at the
results of epoch 50. Validation accuracies at the end of the training period for the
Xception CNN-based neural network are comparatively less tightly grouped, producing
a range of validation accuracies between 47% and 55% when looking at the results of
epoch 50. When comparing the range of validation accuracy results in Table 4.4 and
Table 4.5, if the difference in validation accuracy between the two results falls within
the potential range of results of a specific CNN, or when comparing the results between
two different CNN-based neural networks, the sum of the potential range of results,
then the benefit of one model over another cannot be reliably be made. Additionally,
this also meant any benefits from tuning specific parameters for networks reported
in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 could not be wholly reliable if the reported validation
accuracy improvement fell within the range of validation accuracies for a specific CNN
architecture. We acknowledge that training the networks reported in Table 4.4 and
Table 4.5 by calculating the validation accuracies from an average of several runs would
likely produce a more robust result but we were limited in both time and processing
power.
The evaluation metric we used on the neural network results was the largest
validation accuracy recorded within a 50 epoch time span. However, the plot of
validation accuracies, as shown in the right subfigure in Figure 4.4, suggests that
sometimes the largest validation accuracy can be very different from the final validation
accuracy. Instead of using the largest validation accuracy within a 50 epoch time span,
we thus considered using the final validation accuracy at the end of 50 epochs as an
alternate performance metric. Figure 4.5 presents the accuracy and loss curves for
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(a) ResNet CNN

(b) Xception CNN

Figure 4.4: Validation accuract comparison of batch results of two neural network
architectures

the training and validation dataset for two different CNN architectures. The colors
of each curve correspond to a different measured metric for the performance of the
network. “train loss” is the loss curve produced from the training dataset, “val loss” is
the loss curve produced from the validation dataset, “train acc” is the accuracy curve
produced from the training dataset and “val acc” is the loss curve produced from the
training dataset. Figure 4.5 shows that the accuracy and loss curves between different
CNN architectures can significantly vary in shape. The validation loss curve in the
ResNet CNN oscillates early in the training but stabilizes to a low value. In contrast,
the validation loss curve in the Xception CNN is smooth, but gradually increases and
behaves as if asymptotically approaching a max value. In both networks, the dataset
included all four CME speed categories.
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(a) ResNet CNN

(b) Xception CNN

Figure 4.5: Comparison of accuracy and loss curves of ResNet and Xception-based
CNN architectures

4.7

Summary

In this chapter we have described experiments and experimental results that
were done in this research. The experiments explored a curve fitting algorithm to
detect CME leading fronts in coronagraph images, unsupervised clustering algorithms
to separate merged CME event data within CME catalog, and applications of neural
networks to classify coronagraph images into one of four possible CME speed categories.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter we review our key findings within each processing area and
address areas of the future work.

5.1

CME Leading Front Detection Conclusions

We developed a scheme to identify and track a CME leading front in solar
coronagraph images taken from the SECCHI COR2 imager on STEREO. First, images
were preprocessed to enhance CME details. Next, CME features corresponding to the
CME leading front were identified. Finally, a second degree curve was fit to those
features to produce a position for the CME leading front.
Our CME leading front detection scheme had a 28% success rate (i.e., produced either a “Very Good” or “Good” result) in detecting a CME leading front in
coronagraph images, and a 40% success rate when considering images which survived
the fitting process. We found that selecting a proper time span for the CME event is
crucial for the success of our scheme. While setting the starting point for the CME
event too early is not necessarily a problem, setting the starting point too late can
cause the curve fitting algorithm to potentially fit a curve to the core of a CME.
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Setting the ending point too late has a tendency to increase the number of “Bad”,
“Rejected”, and “Discarded” images, lowering the effective success rate of our CME
leading front detection scheme. After the CME leading front detection scheme starts
to consistently fail at fitting the leading front, further images only act to decrease the
success rate and do not help the scheme in any way.
Comparing the success rate of our scheme to methods used to generate CME
catalogs can offer some insight into how well our scheme performed. The measured
detection rate of CMEs between different methods and the catalogs based on those
methods is difficult to determine. While there have been studies comparing the
detection rate of CMEs between different catalogs [29], they focus on the correlation
between catalogs rather than the theoretical absolute detection rate of an ideal CME
detection algorithm.
One contributing factor to the CME leading front detection scheme’s low
success rate was the reliance on the fitted curve results in prior images in the event to
contribute to current curve fitting steps. While our work did address some issues that
contributed to images not producing well-fitted curves, such as lens artifacts and the
gradual CME dimming over time, the scheme we developed had difficulty recovering
from an earlier image in the event image sequence which did not contain a “Good”
or “Very Good” result. Consecutive images classified as “Bad” or “Rejected” usually
resulted in succeeding images not producing a “Good” or “Very Good” result. For
the sequences reported in Table 4.2, there were 15 instances where a “Good” or “Very
Good” image followed after a “Bad” image. However, there were 25 instances where a
“Discarded” or “Rejected” image followed a “Bad” image. Additionally, there were
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10 instances where the last image produced in the time series was marked “Bad”,
typically indicating a failure of the algorithm to detect a CME leading front before it
reached the outer limits of the field of view.
We tried several techniques to improve CME structure detection, such as the
modeling and subtraction of the intensity of the solar background, but they did not
provide a significant improvement in our results. More work is needed to improve
CME leading front detection and we discuss this later in Section 5.4.

5.2

Clustering Conclusions

We developed a clustering algorithm which separates CMEs in merged CME
events identified from the CORIMP CME catalog. We manually identified CME
events from the CORIMP CME catalog that had multiple CMEs. We then used an
agglomerative approach to hierarchical clustering to separate CME features within
the catalog data for the merged CME event.
Our agglomerative approach to hierarchical clustering on data from the
CORIMP CME catalog yielded improved results compared to Byrne’s work, but
our approach experienced similar issues of failing to select CME features which sufficiently separate the CMEs. In addition to the difficulty of choosing what CME features
to cluster, we also had issues determining what a valid cluster looked like. Merged
CMEs generally fall into one of four categories, well-separated in time, well-separated
in position angle, well-separated in speed, or a combination of the three. Visually, the
first two categories are the simplest to cluster with our approach. However, multiple
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simultaneous CME events that occur on roughly the same region of the Sun makes
manual visual identification of the CMEs extremely difficult.
Our secondary goal for the data clustering part of the research was to develop
a semi-baseline (semi-manual) CME catalog for instruments for which no baseline
catalog exists. We planned to accomplish this by transferring the results of a clustering
algorithm based on one CME catalog and applying it to another. However, we found
there were several limitations preventing us from doing so.
First, any clustering algorithm developed from the CORIMP CME catalog
will only be effective for other catalogs that include similar CME event parameters
(time, height, polar angle). While these parameters are well-understood, they can
be calculated in a number of ways. If the clustering algorithm is sensitive to the
methods used to calculate the CME features, it may not be possible to easily (or
perhaps even possibly) apply them to another catalog, even if both catalogs have the
same CME features. For example, the CACTus CME catalog lists features similar to
those listed in the CORIMP CME catalog (principle angle and angular width), but it
only produces one data entry per point in time. The CORIMP catalog lists all the
data points used to calculate the final computed parameters whereas the CACTus
CME catalog only lists the final computed parameters. Not only does this creates a
significant difference in the quantity of data to be clustered, it also means that one
clustering algorithm is clustering CME features calculated from raw data while the
other clustering algorithm is clustering CME features of the raw data itself.
Second, transferring the results of a clustering algorithm between catalogs
based on different satellites and/or instruments faces problems, such as the field of
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view difference between imagers, for example between SECCHI COR2 and LASCO
COR2. A larger field of view corresponds to a longer time period for which the CME
can be observed (i.e., the CME is in the field of view longer). The longer a CME stays
in the field of view before exiting, typically, more images containing CME features can
be captured. This difference in how long a CME can be observed could potentially
affect how CME kinematic information is calculated. For example, LASCO COR2
and SECCHI COR2 both capture images of the same fast CME event at the same
time points, but LASCO was able to capture more images that contain CME features
due to its larger field of view (15 solar radii compared to 6 solar radii). The additional
images that LASCO was able to capture discover a feature of the CME that was not
present in the SECCHI images.
Due to our difficulty in producing consistently clustered data as well as the
challenges of transferring the results of the clustering algorithm to other CME catalogs,
we acknowledge the potential for future work. We identify some areas of future work
in Section 5.4.

5.3

Neural Network-Based CME Speed Classification Conclusions

We trained a neural network to classify CME speeds from series of coronagraph
images taken from the LASCO C2 imager on SOHO. First, CME events within a 2 year
period of solar maximum for Solar Cycles 23 and 24 were identified from the SEEDS
LASCO C2 catalog. Next, images corresponding to those events were processed to
enhance CME details and remove images with undesirable qualities. A sliding window
on time series images was used for each event to produce inputs for the neural network.
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Data augmentation was performed on fast speed CME event inputs which were by far
the least populous inputs. Finally, we trained a neural network on the CME event
inputs to generate a predicted CME speed classification.
We discovered that selection of a different CNN architecture of the neural
network could better improve classification rates than selecting RNN architecture
or classification architecture. ResNet CNN-based neural networks had consistently
the best performance, providing the highest validation accuracies in 9 out of the 11
combinations of CME speed categories. For these ResNet CNN-based neural networks,
it was the lowering the learning rate that had the largest effect on increasing the
validation accuracies.
ResNet and VGG-13 were the two CNN architectures that consistently had the
best validation accuracies. Xception-based CNN networks tended to produce results
with large loss values and low accuracy. As Xception CNNs have Inception CNNs as
their basis, it may be reasonable to conclude that Inception CNNs are also unsuitable
for this classification task. One interesting trend we discovered was that significantly
reducing the number of residual blocks in the ResNet CNN allowed us to create a
significantly more efficient neural network at the cost of a slightly worse-performing
network. The difference in validation accuracies between a ResNet-50 CNN and
our ResNet CNN were within 2% for most CME speed categories, with the largest
difference being 15%. It is not clear to use why the ResNet CNN-based networks
performed consistently higher than the other CNN architectures.
The CNN-based neural network type that had the most success predicting
the correct speeds in the two speed combination tests was the one trained on the
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fast and null speed grouping. The CNN-based neural network type with the least
success predicting speeds in the two speed combination tests was the one trained on
the medium and slow speed grouping. If the network had classified all CME events
within the fast-null grouping (with data augmentation to fast speed CME events)
to be null speed events, then the network would still have a validation accuracy of
95.9%. A higher validation accuracy corresponds to a higher rate of successful speed
classifications. For example, a validation accuracy of 99% means that roughly 98%
of fast CME speed events and 99% of null speed CME events are classified correctly.
Regarding the medium-slow grouping, one possible explanation why the network
had difficulties separating the medium and slow speed CME events is that over the
small window of 5 frames, the visual difference between a medium speed CME and a
slowly moving CME is probably not significant. For the medium-slow grouping, if we
increased the sliding window size to a larger number of frames, the network would
have more frames from which to differentiate the CME speeds, and we would expect
to see an improvement in the validation accuracies
It is interesting that for the ResNet CNNs, the medium-slow grouping exhibited
consistently lower validation accuracies over the slow-null grouping. This indicates
there is something that the ResNet CNN is capable of capturing between slow and
null speed CME events that the VGG CNN cannot identify (or identify as well).
Out of all the three speed groupings, fast-medium-null had the consistently
largest validation accuracies. This is likely due to the fact that slow speed CMEs were
not present in this dataset, which the neural network has difficulties separating from
null speed CMEs. The fast-medium-slow speed grouping results having validation
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accuracies within about 2% of each other is something else we noticed, but it is unclear
to us if this indicates anything significant about our dataset.
Comparing the VGG-24 (128×128) results with the VGG-24 results suggests
that a larger image size doesn’t consistently produce better results. This may be due
to the fact that the CMEs in our images are still visible enough even when resized
to 1/16th their original height and width. If CME were consistently smaller, then
perhaps we would see a more significant benefit from larger-sized input images.

5.4

Future Work

In this section we provide suggestions on future extensions to the reported
work.

5.4.1

Future Work for CME Leading Front Detection
In our experiments in CME segmentation, we tried several thresholding methods

to separate the CME from the background. We had some success in isolating the CME
structure from the background, but as the CME event progressed in time and grew
darker as it expanded, we were unable to consistently threshold the CME. Improving
CME segmentation from the background is also a possible area for future work.
Additionally, a more accurate alternate scheme to detect and remove images
with lens artifacts would help reduce the number of falsely trapped images. One
possibility would be to develop a 2D convolutional filter to be applied to the running
difference image, extracting the lens artifact feature. The 2D convolution filter would
use a kernel that matched the image properties of the lens artifact. However, the lens
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artifact was not always the same shape or size, making such an approach difficult to
develop.

5.4.2

Future Work for Clustering
Instead of determining through trial and error which CME features are ideal

to use when clustering CME event data, it may be easier to first determine the
combinations of CME features that form distinct clusters when using any clustering
algorithm. First, CME features that form well-formed clusters when sampling a large
number of merged CME events are identified. Then, by comparing new merged CME
event data to event data for which clusters have already been identified, it may be
possible to predict what CME features to use for clustering.
In addition, instead of clustering CME event data directly extracted from a
CME catalog for the purpose of separating merged CME events, it may be better
to cluster the data used to populate the CME catalog. For example, instead of
clustering CME event data based on the Half-Max-Lead feature from a SEEDS CME
catalog event, the CME features used to generate the Half-Max-Lead feature could be
clustered. For most CME events in the SEEDS catalog, there are usually less than 20
data entries. For events in the CORIMP catalog, which lists all the data points used
to calculate the CME properties, it’s not unusual to see several hundred data entries.
This difference in the number of data entries could have a significant impact on the
success of a clustering algorithm.
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5.4.3

Future Work for Neural Network-Based CME Speed Classification
One of the main challenges with neural network-based learning methods is the

need for large input datasets, with a focus on large training datasets. Since there are
many slow and medium speed CMEs, input size is not an issue for these two speed
classes. However, the number of fast speed CME events were much fewer, resulting in
an imbalance between the speed classification datasets. The method we used for data
augmentation on the fast speed CME events involved rotating images at 90 degree
intervals to avoid interpolation. Unfortunately, the images from LASCO COR2 are
cropped such that the full field of view is not visible. If the image is not rotated at
90 degree intervals and the size of the image is kept the same, some regions of the
image will not be visible in the rotated result. The portion that is not visible will
vary depending on the angle of rotation. A circular mask that fits within the image
would ensure that all rotations would result in the same resulting field of view range.
However, adding a circular mask would always omit the outer most portions of the
field of view.
Another potential solution is to use a SECCHI-based CME catalog and SECCHIbased coronagraph images rather than a LASCO-based CME catalog and LASCObased coronagraph images when constructing the difference images. SECCHI COR2
coronagraph images are not cropped and thus include the entire field of view range,
enabling more potential inputs to be generated from data augmentation by image
rotation. One SECCHI-based CME catalog is the SEEDS SECCHI COR2 catalog,
however it only includes events after 2007, reducing the number of potential years in
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the dataset from 23 to 12 and reducing the number of complete solar cycles from 2 to
1.
An alternative to data augmentation, which we considered but did not explore,
is leave-one-out testing. Leave-one-out testing would involve splitting the input dataset
such that each input is used once for testing while the remaining inputs are used
for training. By averaging the results of the network from multiple training sets, a
more robust set of validation accuracies could possibly be produced. However, this
alternative to data augmentation requires a significant amount of time and resources
as the number of training sets equals the number of inputs.
Another area of future work to consider is to change the classification that the
neural network attempts to predict. In our experiments, we used fast, medium, slow,
and null speed CME events as the classes for CME speed identification. Nicewicz [7]
proposed a different way to classify CMEs based on their velocity behavior. Four
categories of velocity behavior were proposed by Nicewicz: continuously accelerated
(AA), accelerated then decelerated (AD), decelerated then accelerated (DA), and
continuously decelerated (DD). In addition, Nicewicz characterized several CME
properties associated with each velocity behavior category. Table 5.1 includes some
qualities of each of the four CME categories. The abbreviation sig. stands for
significantly such that the result shows a significant correlation. Instead of classifying
CMEs based on their catalog-listed velocities, the categories proposed by Nicewicz
could potentially lead to higher validation accuracies when training a neural network.
As mentioned before, the ResNet CNN-based neural network consistently
performed better than networks based on other CNNs. For future research, other
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Class

AA

AD

Percentage
≥ 30%
∼ 20%
Width
typical
widest
Mass
typical
most massive
Speed
slowest
fast
Acceleration
sig. positive positive
Acceleration
sig. positive positive
versus speed
Preferred phase minimum
minimum
of solar cycle
Onset
before flares not clear

DA

DD

∼ 20%
wide
massive
fastest
negative
sig. negative

∼ 30%
narrowest
least massive
fast
sig. negative
sig. negative

maximum

maximum

not clear

after flares

Table 5.1: Alternative classification of CMEs, borrowed from Nicewicz [7]

types of CNNs, such as Inception, or hybrid CNNs, such as Inception-ResNet, could
be investigated.
The time to train the networks was affected by the parallelism achievable when
the training ran on a GPU or GPU accelerator. Rewriting the code to allow for more
parallel processing could reduce training time. It might also be possible to rewrite for
use of tensor processing units (AI-accelerated application specific integrated circuits)
in Google Colaboratory and Google Compute Engine, which may greatly improve
training speed.
The current performance metric we used to evaluate the network results was
the largest validation accuracy within the 50 epoch period. Choosing a different
method to determine the validation accuracy per epoch could result in a validation
accuracy that more closely reflects the capabilities of the neural network over the
full 50 epochs. Also, we note that a more robust metric would be to use the final
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validation accuracy after 50 epochs. In addition, averaging the validation accuracies
of the network over several runs would decrease the margin of error in our results.

5.5

Summary

In summary, this thesis research explored three areas that could potentially
assist space weather forecasting. The areas involved (1) developing an automated
CME leading front detection scheme, (2) exploring clustering algorithms that seek to
separate CME data, and (3) investigating neural network-based classification of CME
speed. We found that the our CME leading front detection scheme can sometimes
work well, however more improvement of it is needed.
Our CME leading front detection scheme generated a mask based on grid
sections defined in polar coordinates. By fitting a second degree curve to leading front
candidate pixels of the mask, we approximated the location of the CME leading front.
Our approach aimed to address the issue of detecting a CME leading front in images
where the leading front cannot be easily separated from the background.
Our agglomerative clustering algorithm clustered merged CME event data from
CME catalogs, in an attempt to separate the CMEs. The agglomerative clustering
algorithm produced improved results when compared to previous attempts at clustering
CME event data. However, we also found that there are many challenges with clustering
CME catalog data, and it may not be possible to develop a semi-baseline catalog for
STEREO using this method.
Our neural network predicted CME speeds based on a time series of coronagraph
images for a CME event. We trained the network using CME event data near the
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solar maximum for Solar Cycles 23 and 24. We attempt to address the issue of data
imbalance within our dataset through data augmentation methods for fast speed CME
events. We tested several CNN architectures and found that a ResNet CNN-based
neural network produced the largest overall validation accuracies when looking at all
possible groupings of CME speed classifications.
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